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President’s Message

An Evolving Condominium Landscape
It is a proud moment for me to introduce myself as your President for the
CCI Toronto and Area chapter board
of directors. I am grateful to have
been recently re-elected for my third
term and I’m looking forward to working with the CCI-T team to continue
to serve our members as the leading
educator and information source for
condominium boards and residents.
Special thanks to Sally
Thompson for her guidance and leadership as
President for the past 2
years. As an avid learner,
there are many insights
I have gleaned from her
passion and advocacy,
most importantly, to do
what’s right, even if it’s
difficult or unpopular.

tions to be released over time. We are
thankful to have built a collaborative
relationship with the Condominium
Authority of Ontario and the Condominium Management Regulatory
Authority of Ontario. We will remain
active with the policy makers and governing authorities to protect condominium owners.
If you take a quick look
across the city, you will
see almost 100 cranes
in use as there are over
400 projects currently
planned for Toronto. It’s
an understatement to note
that the condominium
landscape is undergoing
major changes in multiple
areas - massive towers,
more people, complicated
reciprocal agreements,
increased governing bodies, licensing, etc. Many
CCI-T committees have
been working on your
behalf in numerous areas
outside of the Condo Act,
not limited to the Cannabis Act, EV stations, minimum wage impacts, fire guidelines for lobby furniture,
HPPA for pool maintenance and the list
goes on. Although my view is typically
through the property management lens,
our diverse group of industry leaders on
the board and the committees produce
all-encompassing solutions for any issues
that arise in condominium communities,
and it is a privilege to work with them.

I’ve spent over 20
years of my life (ok,
closer to 30 - ouch!)
in the property
management
industry, starting
from receptionist
to my current role
as Vice President,
Organizational
Effectiveness
for FirstService
Residential

For those who don’t
know me yet, I’ve spent
over 20 years of my life
(ok, closer to 30 - ouch!)
in the property management industry, starting from receptionist to
my current role as Vice
President, Organizational Effectiveness for FirstService Residential. This
is my second time churning through a
modified Condo Act and unravelling
the interlaced and seemingly infinitely
intertwined regulations. Although it
may be painful now, to quote an old
adage, “this too shall pass”. The Condo
Act is only one piece of legislation we
need to be mindful of and we are only
starting the second year of the initial
amendments with many more regula-

– continued on page 10
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From the Editor

This is Why We Can’t Have Nice Things
Consider the artistic renderings that accompany sales materials for a new condominium.
They paint a picture of nirvana. A beautiful community that is full of all of the great
things that condominium life has to offer.
Convenience, elegance and harmony.
Applying this vision invokes images of
children holding hands, singing koombaya
and playing together quietly on the common elements, bringing smiles to the faces
of community elders in the process. While
diverse, everyone gets along. Everything is
pristine. The sun is always shining.
Then… an elevator breaks down. Someone
plays their music too loud. Against the rules, a
unit gets listed on Airbnb. The Board makes
a decision that divides the community. Residents start to consider the property manager
out of touch. Lifestyles, beliefs and values clash.
There is a reason that the artistic renderings
promoting new condominium constructions
are accompanied by fine print that renders
them useless. They represent a vision, an ideal.
They are not intended to portray reality.
In reality, every condominium has its challenges. Every community brings together different people, and some of their differences are
significant. Consider the fundamental opposing perspectives of a young professional aspiring to maximize their property’s value and a
retiree on a fixed income determined to avoid
the accompanying increase in property tax.

about everything, yet they can still be
neighbourly, civil and polite.
When common decency is lost a community
truly breaks down. Unfortunately, many condominium communities are developing bad
reputations in this respect. It ‘s far too common.
Harassment, intimidation and bullying tactics have long been reported to take place in
the condominium setting. What has to change
is the tolerance of such behaviours. Allowing
them to remain unchecked risks such practices being considered to be okay, forming
part of the culture of your community and
established as a norm within it.
There are appropriate ways to communicate
concerns. Being abusive, defamatory and unreasonably demanding are not amongst them.
The shabby treatment of others should not
be swept under the rug or excused as being
part of the job. Condominium communities
risk losing good people as a result of toxic
conditions. This does not just extend to management and other service providers but volunteers and residents as well. The negative
consequences on those who are on the receiving end of such hostile treatment simply
cannot justify it. Those responsible for such
mistreatment must be held accountable. If
you want to keep good people involved in the
operation of your condominium community,
treat them with respect. Appreciate and support them. Don’t let your condo be one that
tolerates abusive behaviour!

A community is not broken just because those
who comprise it have differences. Differences
should be celebrated or, at least, appreciated.
The key is in finding a way for all perspectives to co-exist. Everyone need not agree

Marc Bhalla
BA., C.Med., Q. Arb., MCIArb
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Jake A. Fine
B. Mgmt, JD
Associate
Fine & Deo Condominium Lawyers

Case Law Update

Who’s on First?
Sometimes in Baseball, a Home Run is Not
the Best Option. Sure, it Would be Nice – But
it is Far Riskier Than Trying to Hit a Single.

a) stay your normal course and try to smash
the ball out of the park, but run a far greater
risk of striking out; or,
b) choke up on the bat, reduce the strike
zone, and increase your chances of getting
a base hit.
If successful, both options produce the same
result, but one is far riskier – which do you
choose?
The case below is a cautionary tale of trying
to hit a home run, when a single was all that
was needed.
1658410 Ontario Inc. (Advance
Repairs & Maintenance)
v. TSCC 2514 et. al.
The Facts
In February of 2016, Advance Repairs &
Maintenance (“Advance”) entered into a
Service Provider Agreement (the “Agreement”) to perform janitorial services for
TSCC 2514. The following September,

TSCC 2514 terminated the agreement, purportedly for cause, pursuant to the agreement.
What should have amounted to a claim
in Small Claims Court for wrongful termination and outstanding invoices for
$11,074.06, turned into an over-the-top
and vindictive claim for $1.9 million in
damages.
In addition to a lack of notice of termination and unpaid invoices, the claim included
assertions of, among other things, slander
and injurious falsehood said to have damaged the reputation of Advance within the
construction, development and buildingservices community, and the loss of opportunity of future cleaning and superintendent services.
TSCC 2514 smartly conceded some issues
claimed by Advance for purely economic
reasons. The concession included the unpaid invoices and the amount owing with
respect to the lack of 30-days’ notice to
terminate the contract. The total amount
of the concession by TSCC 2514, and the
amount that should have been claimed by
Advance, was $11,074.06. The other claims

by Advance were swiftly rejected by the
court.
In this case, the evidence put forward by
Advance was based on hearsay, bald allegations or mere speculation. It was clear to
the court that the evidence put forward by
Advance could easily be contradicted and/
or was unreliable.
The interesting aspect of this case will be
the costs decision. As the “real” amount of
the claim was within the jurisdiction of the
Small Claims Court, and as such should
have been commenced there, the disparity in the amount claimed and the amount
awarded may be a cause for a substantial
costs award against Advance. That decision
has not yet been made by the courts.
The Takeaway
This case represents a valuable lesson on
the harsh outcomes that can flow from acting out of pride and principle, instead of
reason.
Advance commenced a $1.9 million claim
out of pride, and was not satisfied with the
$11,074.06 claim that reason would have
dictated. Advance’s evidence was circumCONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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Imagine this: two outs, bottom of the ninth,
bases loaded, game 7 of the World Series, 3 balls,
2 strikes, and your team is down by 1 run. You
can:
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stantial at best, and did not lend credence
to the claims asserted. They tried to swing
for the fences, when all they needed was a
base hit.
It is important for Boards to realize that
it is risky to commence an action on pride
or principle. It is important for Boards to
assess the case at hand and make sure the
claim is appropriate.

however each time, Mr. Ahmed requested
an adjournment based on an alleged medical condition.

Although the costs decision has not been released, the possible financial impact it may
impose should act as a warning for bringing over-the-top and vindictive claims. The
costs award in the case at hand will likely far
outweigh the $11,074.06 that was awarded
to Advance.

In addition to permanently prohibiting
Mr. Ahmed from contacting, communicating, harassing or coming within 25 feet of
PSCC 984 personnel, the court ordered Mr.
Ahmed to vacate and sell his unit.

Finally, this case illustrates the idea of giving an inch to take a yard. TSCC 2514 conceded certain issues (even if they were not
at fault) in order to dismiss the claim summarily. The amount they conceded pales in
comparison to the amount they would have
spent at trial fighting this case. Sometimes,
you must pay a little to save a lot.
Peel Standard Condominium
Corporation No. 984 v. 8645361
Canada Limited
Three Strikes You’re Out
The best words a pitcher in baseball can
hear, “strike three, you’re out!” All it takes
is three pitches – three strikes to get a batter out. Similarly, as you will see in the case
below, it can take three strikes for a court
to order a unit owner to sell and vacate his
unit.
The Facts
The respondent, Mirza Ahmed (“Mr.
Ahmed”), was the president of a corporation that owned a unit in the applicant’s
condominium. Three prior orders had been
issued by the court addressing the conduct
of Mr. Ahmed towards various personnel
of PSCC 984.
Mr. Ahmed’s conduct included verbally, and
at times physically, abusing and threatening
PSCC 984 personnel. In 2017, Mr. Ahmed was
prohibited, on an interim basis, from “contacting, communicating, harassing or coming
within 25 feet of PSCC 984 personnel”.
Mr. Ahmed’s conduct continued despite the
interim order. Two attempts were made by
PSCC 984 to make this order permanent,

At the most recent hearing, Mr. Ahmed
requested another adjournment due to the
same alleged medical condition. The court
rejected the request based on “unsubstantiated assertions”.

In coming to this decision, the court noted
that “Ahmed continued to blatantly ignore
court orders”. Similarly, the court noted
“where the subject of the order has demonstrated an unwillingness to comply with an
injunction, the court must have the ability
to go to the terminal remedy of sale in order
to fashion an effective remedy…only a sale
would resolve the problem”.
The Takeaway
The continuing harassment and abuse by
Mr. Ahmed towards PSCC984’s personnel should be a lesson to all condominium
corporations of the duty to provide a harassment free and safe workplace under the
Occupational Health and Safety Act. This
applies not only to staff hired by the condominium corporation – but to directors
as well. Management and directors should
be diligent in documenting any abuse or
harassment that takes place, in order to provide the court with substantial proof of the
harassment alleged.
Although a remedy seldom used by the
courts, the order against Mr. Ahmed to sell
and vacate his unit was “appropriate” given
the continuing breach of prior court orders.
This remedy however, is not one that was
given by the courts instantly. Rather, it required three strikes by Mr. Ahmed in order
for him to be out.
Metropolitan Toronto
Condominium Corporation No.
596 v. Best View Dining Ltd
The Play is Under Review
Instant replay has changed the game of
baseball. It has effectively removed the discretion of umpires and given a safeguard
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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to managers for human error. However, it
has allowed for a system in which all rulings can be scrutinized by a third party to
ensure that they are correct.
The following case is an example of how
instant replay was used on a call made by
a condominium corporation to ensure that
the call was correct.
The Facts
Best View Dining Ltd. (“Best View”) entered into a ten-year commercial lease of
a unit within the applicant’s condominium
corporation. Best View opened a restaurant.
The noise that emanated from the restaurant became the subject of “vociferous
complaints” of the residents and was in
violation of the MTCC 596’s governing
documents.
In response, MTCC 596 commenced enforcement proceedings under s. 134 of the
Condominium Act, 1998, against Best
View -- which were successful -- and Best
View was ordered to abate the noise.
The noise problem persisted, and MTCC
596 brought a contempt motion for breaching the provision of the previous order.
The motion was adjourned, but MTCC
596 complained of approximately $40,000
in costs incurred in attempting to enforce
the compliance order. Subsequently,
MTCC 596 registered a lien, which Best
View argued was invalid. Best View’s
main objection was that MTCC 596 was

10
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“writing itself a blank cheque without the
court reviewing the claim for costs” – Best
View wanted an instant replay.

– continued from page 3

After reviewing “the play”, the court concluded that the legal costs incurred by
MTCC 596 in enforcing the compliance
order were common expenses under s.
85(1) of the Condominium Act, 1998, and
that the lien was proper.

We continue to work as part of the
CCI National family of chapters across
Canada to collaborate with and support each other. As Chair of the new
National Operations and Support
committee we look forward to sharing
best practices with our local members
and those in other provinces.

The court noted that if there was an overcharge from the lien, Best View could resolve the situation either pursuant to s. 12
of the Mortgages Act or pursuant to the
oppression remedy provisions in the Condominium Act, 1998. As a result, there
was “no prospect of MTCC 596 writing
itself a blank cheque”.

President’s Message

Specifically, the case clarifies that legal costs
incurred by condominium corporations in
enforcing compliance are considered common expenses under s. 85 and are lienable
without first having an adjudication of the
validity of the amount of the costs.

Lastly, I would like to acknowledge
the dedication and hard work of the
board of directors, many of whom I’ve
known for most of my career, our support from Association Concepts, keeping us focused and holding the legacy
knowledge throughout CCI Toronto’s
history, and the many volunteers who
serve tirelessly on committees and
special projects for the love we share in
serving the condominium residents. I
look forward to an exciting future; we
are already well into planning stages
for next year’s condo conference and
a variety of other learning opportunities to share with and for you! Until
then, we wish you and your families
all the best over the Holidays.

In addition, there are safeguards in place
for unit owners in the event that there is an
overcharge on a lien registered. This further
enforces that the Condominium Act, 1998, is
consumer protection legislation.
CV

Tanya Haluk, RCM

The Takeaway
This case is important for condominium
corporations in both the recovery of costs
incurred and the enforceability of liens.

John DeVellis
BA., M.I.R., LL.B.
Shibley Righton LLP

CAO Obligations

Fill Out
Those Forms,
or Else …?
What Happens if a Condominium
Corporation Does Not Comply
With the New Requirements?

But anyone working in the condominium industry over the last year or so will
be forgiven for thinking maybe the Five
Man Electrical Band got it wrong. Maybe
all those divisive signs aren’t so bad; the
real scourge of modern life is- mandatory
forms.
As most who work in the industry know
by now, among the many amendments to
the Condominium Act passed in November
2017 were a number of new obligations on
condominium corporations. For example,
corporations must prepare and distribute a
number of information certificates to owners at various times in the year, and annual
returns to the Condominium Authority of
Ontario. As well, new directors must undergo mandatory director training provided by the Condominium Authority of
Ontario.

As everyone was busy preparing to comply with the flurry of new requirements
under the Condominium Act, one important issue got lost in the shuffle: what happens if a condominium corporation does
not comply with the new requirements?
First, most of these obligations will fall
to management. Managers who fail to
advise the board of the corporation’s obligations may be subject to disciplinary
action for breach of their (new) professional obligations under the Condominium Management Services Act. The
managers may also be in breach of their
management agreement and so may face
liability for any costs incurred by the condominium corporation.
Nonetheless, it’s important for corporations, and directors, to know what the
ramifications are – for their corporations
and, possibly, for them personally – for
not complying with the new statutory requirements.
With respect to the information certificates, such as the Periodic Information

Certificate, Information Certificate Update, and New Owner Information Certificate, the surprising answer is there is
no specific penalty in the Act for failure
to comply.
The omission is surprising, since there are
specific consequences in the Act for failing
to provide other documents. There are, for
example, specific financial penalties for
failing to provide owners with corporate
records. In the case of status certificates, a
corporation that does not provide the certificate on time is deemed to make certain
admissions, such as that there is no default
in common expenses for the unit and there
are no special assessments levied against
the unit.
The Act does make it an offence to fail
to comply with the Act, but, contrary to
popular belief, the offence section does not
apply to the entire Act. It is limited to certain specific violations, mainly having to
do with a declarant’s disclosure and turnover obligations, failure to keep moneys
paid by purchasers held in trust, misuse
of corporation’s money and, interestingly,
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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The other today one of the classic anthems
of the hippie era came on the radio. You
remember it- the one where a young man
laments the state of modern society: “Sign,
sign, everywhere a sign.”

the oppressive
signs. And
you can
too.
failing
to allow political
canvassers
access
Butthe
you
still need to fill out those!@#$
to
premises.
forms.
But
none of that means that corporations
can just ignore the new requirements with
impunity. Under section 17 of the Act, a
condominium corporation
is required to ensure that
everyone- including the
corporation itself, complies
with the condominium’s
governing documents and
the Act itself. That means
that a corporation that fails
to provide the new certificates could face itself with
an application for a compliance order from a unit
owner.

The other documentary requirements
have to do with returns to the Condominium Authority of Ontario. Condominium corporations are required to file
annual returns with the
CAO that provide basic
information such as the
number of units, names
of directors and address
for service. Unlike the
situation with information certificates due to
owners, there are specific
consequences in the Act
for failure to comply. Corporations who do not file
on time could face late filing fees, and an application for compliance under
the Act. As well, any corporation with unpaid fees
or assessments from the
CAO is not able to commence any legal
proceedings without leave of the court.

Under the Act,
new directors
are required
to complete
mandatory
director
training course
within six
months of
being elected

Board members also have
an obligation to manage
the affairs in good faith and
in a manner of a reasonably
prudent director. That means that Board
members who in bad faith simply refuse to
issue the new certificates and who cause
the corporation and owners to incur legal
costs fighting a compliance order, could
find themselves faced with personally liable for the costs.

12
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Lastly, we come to mandatory director
training. Under the Act, new directors
are required to complete mandatory director training course within six months

of being elected (directors elected prior to
November 1, 2017 are exempt, but must
take the training within six months of reelection). The training course is provided
online, free of charge, by the CAO.
Once the training course is completed, the
director is required to provide evidence of
completion to the corporation. A director
who fails to complete the training on time
is deemed immediately cease to be a director. That in turn triggers an obligation to
file a notice of change with the CAO and
also to provide owners with an Information Certificate Update.
What happens in the rare occasion that a
director is notified of disqualification but
keeps acting? The director may not be
eligible for indemnity under the corporation’s directors’ insurance policy, and any
decisions made at meetings where that director’s vote was decisive may not be valid
(although the decision could be ratified at
a later meeting, assuming there is quorum
and assuming a majority of the new directors agree).
If you recall the ending of Sign, the hero
V some measure of relief from
is able toCfind

Denise Lash
B.Sc., LL.B., ACCI, FCCI.
Founder
Lash Condo Law

Electronic Voting

Electronic Voting
Trumps the Power
of Substitution
Now Unit Owners Can Vote for Themselves,
Rather Than Allowing Proxies That Consolidate
Power in the Hands of a Few Individuals

Like any new process, it is sometimes difficult to move away from what we are accustomed to and shift into new and unfamiliar
territory. However, the Condominium Act
was amended to introduce electronic voting in Ontario as of November 2017 for
good reason. Management and directors
should embrace this new technology.

Many condominium corporations,
though, have not started using electronic
voting for their owners’ meetings either
because they are not aware of what electronic voting is or may be confusing this
process with the process of online proxies.

Responsible boards should be encouraging
unit owners to vote for themselves, rather
than allowing proxies to consolidate power
in the hands of a few individuals.

Since 2007, the use of electronic voting
for condominium communities has been
used successfully in the United States.
Those states that have adopted electronic
voting (now over 20 states), no longer
have issues involving proxy manipulation or fraud. The process of holding
meetings is focused on the business of
the community and not on the registration process.

For condo managers, reducing the work load
and the frustration of dealing with proxies
for every owners’ meeting goes a long way
in streamlining the meeting process.
What is the difference between
Electronic Voting and Online Proxy
Voting?
Online Proxy Voting:
• Proxy forms are required to be completed by unit owners via email.

• Proxies give the proxyholder the
right to vote for the proxy, subject to
any items where the proxy has directed his/her vote.
• The proxyholder must show up at the
meeting in order for the proxy to be
used, or the proxy must allow “the
power of substitution” for a substitute
proxyholder.
• Proxies must be reviewed at the meeting by the scrutineers. This means
that managers must print out proxies
that were received and also need to
review each proxy to determine if the
proxies are valid or not.
Electronic Voting :
• Unit owners vote on-line using a secure web-based platform.
• Voting can take place prior to the
meeting and also at the meeting itself.
(at the corporation’s option)
• No scrutineers are needed for electronic ballots.
• No proxies need to be used for meetings.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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As of November 2017, the amendments to
the Condominium Act allow condominium corporations to permit unit owners to
vote by ‘telephonic or electronic means’.
As a result of these amendments, some
condominium corporations have started
using electronic voting for owners’ meetings and are no longer using proxies.

• Eliminates the need for distribution,
collection and managing proxies.

for the full-service option.
Make sure that you are using a provider
that does on-line voting and not electronic proxy voting. The idea here is to make
things more streamlined, cost effective
and easier for management and the board.
Removing the need for proxies will free up
management’s time and allow them to do
more important tasks.

What is required to do
Electronic Voting?
Step 1: The Electronic Voting By-law
This is a new type of by-law introduced
as of November 2017, which can be put in
place with a simple majority at an owners’
meeting.
This means a majority vote of those units
represented in person or by proxy at an
owners meeting, as long as there is a quorum (25%). For example, if the corporation has 100 units, the quorum for the
meeting would be 25 units (25%) and the
by-law will pass with 13 units voting in
favour of the by-law.
Once this by-law is confirmed by the
owners and registered, you are now ready
to start doing electronic voting and the
electronic voting process can be used at
the next owners meeting.
Step Two: Revise your documentation.
Since the Condominium Act does not
require that proxies be sent with notice
packages or be sent at all, management
will need to advise owners that they can
vote on-line without the requirement to
complete proxies if they are unable to attend a meeting. Management should be
revising notice packages to include information about the process of electronic
voting and remove references to proxies.
Although, owners are still permitted to
complete a proxy and you will need to accept them if they are provided prior to or
at the meeting, once owners start doing
electronic voting, management may find
that there are very few, if any, proxies
received.
Remember, electronic voting counts towards quorum and owners have the option
(similar to a proxy) to have their electronic ballot counts towards quorum only or
they can vote on an item (such as confirming a standard unit by-law or the election
of directors)
Step Three: Choose your on-line voting service provider for Electronic Voting.
Remember this is a new process for voting for condominium corporations in
Ontario.
14
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Management
will need to
advise owners
that they can
vote on-line
without the
requirement
to complete
proxies if they
are unable
to attend a
meeting
When choosing a provider consider the
following:
Do they have experience with condominium corporations and associations? How
long have they been providing those services? Do their staff understand Ontario
condominium law and condo management
responsibilities?
What services are provided?
When looking at prices find out whether
the price is “self-service” or full service.
For condo managers, having the selfservice option will more than likely not
work. We all know the many new added
responsibilities that condo managers now
have. The last thing a manager needs is to
be burdened with trying to learn how to
operate on-line voting using a self-service
option. In our experience, most are opting

Does your service provider help with revising your notices and provide wording
and guidance to you? You will definitely
need this the first time around. See what
the full-service option includes.
Step Four: Designate who will work with
the service provider.
This person will be required to provide
owner emails, approve the setup of the ballot, determine the start and end date of the
vote and answer a list of questions that the
service provider will ask at the start.
Since it may take a day or so to coordinate this, start the process now so you are
ready to go when your next meeting is
scheduled.
Step Five: Notice goes out and voting starts.
The service provider should be giving
the designated person ongoing reports
and coordinating ongoing messaging to
owners, to ensure that the vote is successful and quorum is reached well before the
meeting date.
Step Six: Registration at the meeting.
Depending when you have decided to cut
off the time for Electronic Voting, a final
report will be provided by the service provider to the designated person at the cut
off time. The report will show who has
voted and what the total count is for each
item. Since the ballot will be a secret ballot, the designated person will not be able
to see how each owner has voted; only the
total votes for each item and total votes for
each candidate, where there is an election
will be shown.
The report forms the electronic ballot and
record that must be kept for 90 days in accordance with the Condominium Act. After that point, the report can be destroyed
similar to paper ballots and proxies.
CV
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The Workplace

“You’re a Joke…
Who Do You
Think You Are?”
Harassment in the Workplace –
When is Enough, Enough?

“Who do you think you are? This bleep
shouldn’t be here chairing our meeting”
“You audaciously and maliciously tried to
defraud me of my property over a fraudulent bill”
These are direct quotes from email messages sent to me in the past week from
condominium unit owners. The number
of inappropriate comments made to me
and my team of staff in the last month are
too numerous to count. I’ve even recently
been accused by a director of breaching
confidentiality and taking kickbacks
from contractors. False accusations – but,
it hasn’t stopped the accuser from telling
anyone who will listen that they know it
to be true.
My personal credentials in condominium
property management speak for themselves. Reigning Manager of the Year
with ACMO, co-author of three educational resource guides for condominium
managers, active participant in various

industry initiatives, sixteen years of experience in condominiums and over ten
years since I obtained my RCM designation. I’m well known for my proactive approach to managing properties, my ability to achieve positive results in dispute
resolution, and my ethics. I am not a joke,
do not think I’m anybody special, and I
certainly don’t practice fraud.
Because of recent events related to harassment in the workplace, I’ve felt the need
to temporarily step back from some commitments that I truly looked forward to
and enjoyed. I did so because I reasonably
believe that there would be risk of further
harassment from a particular individual
if I continued some of this work. How is it
fair to me that one individual can actively
come after me and the tools available to
end the situation are vague, lengthy, and
difficult to advance?
I’m Not Alone
Nearly every property manager that I
have encountered can tell you stories of
inappropriate conduct in their workplace,
from directors, unit owners, and even

Contractors servicing their properties. It
took me only five minutes to collect the
following quotes from various managers
that I know to be competent and not deserving of this type of treatment:
“Why don’t you take your fat-bleep back to
the office, eat a Twinkie and do your job?”
“I’m going to kill you if dust gets under my
front door ever again!”
“How dare you tell me that if I don’t like
it I should move?” (The manager made no
such statement.)
“Get off my property or I’ll throw a rock
at your head!”
One manager even reminded me of the
time that his tires were slashed because
of a collection file for unpaid common expenses.
When I look to the information for directors, condominium managers and management firms on the subject of workplace
harassment much of it refers to board conCONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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“You’re a joke…”

Enlightened
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT IS THE DUKA

Difference
Our mission is to provide enlightened property
management services that exceed the expectations
of both the Board of Directors and residents of the
condominium corporations we manage.

Residential Condominiums
Shared Facilities

Commercial Condominiums

Freehold Commercial

Our Commitment
• Address and meet the needs of our
clients and the properties we manage
• Assist and support our condominium
corporations’ board of directors
• Ensure the continued satisfaction
of all residents

Tel: 905.673.7338
Fax: 905.673.8952
info@dukamanagement.com
www.dukamanagement.com
3397 American Drive, Unit #21
Mississauga, ON L4V 1T8
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Mixed Condominiums

New Development Consulting

duct towards other board members or discusses the concept as something that we
might occasionally have to endure. While
there is certainly educational value there – I
feel that the message
is not strong enough.
condominium property managers face
harassment and inappropriate conduct in
their workplace Every.
Single. Day.

WHY DON’T
YOU TAKE
YOUR
FAT-BLEEP
BACK
TO THE
Recent changes in OFFICE,
condominium legislation, including li- EAT A
censing of managers,
puts us at more risk TWINKIE
in that it provides our AND DO
harassers with additional ammunition to YOUR JOB?
come after us on a professional level. But
there are no easily accessible tools or resources for managers to defend ourselves,
nor should we have to defend ourselves
regularly against baseless accusations and
threatening acts. The requirement for directors to now take mandatory training
does nothing to educate them on managing relationships with their service providers (managers included). Nor does it
give them the tools to assist managers
being harassed by residents.

Workplace violence and harassment is
legislated in Ontario under the Occupational Health and Safety Act. The legislation requires all employers to ensure that

their workplace is free from violence and
harassment of any kind. Frankly, the legislation should not even be necessary to
promote positive work environments. It’s
simply a matter of treating each other with
decency and respect.
I’m lucky enough to work in an environment where no level of harassment is tolerated. We support our team and take all
reasonable steps to investigate claims of
harassment and prevent the behaviour.
The problem is that when you’re facing
a harasser, even if you take all reasonable
steps to stop what is happening, it can be
damaging to you personally, and frankly
there is no end date or light at the end of
the tunnel. It’s over when it’s over.
Can you imagine the difficulty for managers that do not have the same level of
support that I am lucky to have? Perhaps
their employer does not believe them,
is too concerned about losing clients,
or simply doesn’t care about their wellbeing. How many communities have had
excellent managers leave because they
could no longer work in the environment
created for them? How many managers
have had to give up otherwise great opportunities because of the actions of a few
individuals?
I say that it is time for managers and management firms to speak out against this
behaviour in our work environments! In
order to make it clear in the industry that
such behaviour is not appropriate, welcome, or tolerated I implore all manag-

ers to take whatever steps are necessary
when they are faced with harassment in
their work environment. Hold your clients
and employers accountable for how you
are treated in the workplace. Even if you
are not the perfect manager, and you make
honest mistakes in your role, remember
that you are not a joke. There are many
of us that have faced these same circumstances and we support you.
I also implore all condominium directors
to understand these daily challenges and
support your property managers in an
appropriate manner. Even the very best
manager will have difficulty performing their roles if their day is filled with
ridicule and harassment. Be mindful that
condominium corporations have a joint
obligation with their
management team to
provide a workplace
free from violence and
harassment.

I’M GOING
TO KILL
YOU IF
DUST GETS
UNDER
MY FRONT
DOOR EVER
AGAIN!

I’d love to hear from
other managers about
how we can best support each other and
start the end of harassment in our work
environments. Let’s start our own movement to promote discussion and resolution
to this all too common concern. Use the
#imnotajoke hashtag on Twitter to bring
this issue to light, talk about your challenges, and provide advice and support to
managers facing these challenges. C V
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Brian Horlick
B.COMM., B.C.L., LL.B., ACCI, FCCI.
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

Timothy Duggan
B.A., LL.B.
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

Technology

Telecommunication
Agreements
What You Need to Know

One topic that we are frequently asked
about by our condominium corporation
clients is agreements with telecommunications providers. In a world of ever-expanding options for internet, television and telephone services, there is an ever-growing
number of companies that are competing
to provide these services. These companies
often approach condominium corporations
seeking to access the building to install infrastructure and communicate with the
residents about the services that they offer. Like any other agreements, especially
those with longer terms, condominium
corporations must be diligent while negotiating and reviewing telecommunication

agreements.
While each situation needs to be addressed based on its particular circumstances, there are some general questions
that frequently arise that we can answer
within the confines of this article.
Does the corporation have to
provide access?
One of the first questions that often comes
up, especially for corporations that already
have multiple service providers’ equipment installed in the building, is whether
the corporation can refuse to allow another provider to access the building. The
answer to this question is generally ‘no’.

“The guidelines address issues such as exclusive and preferred access arrangements
which are not permitted, and preferred
marketing agreements which are permitted. The guidelines also address fees to
compensate a corporation for space occupied by the telecommunications facilities,
which are permitted. Similarly, fees for additional utility services that are not already
included in the fees for use of the space are
permitted based on metered charges. Notably, fees to compensate the corporation for
negotiations of the access agreement are not
permitted. One key consideration, however,
is that the corporation is only required to
provide access if it can accommodate the
new service provider within the existing
infrastructure of the building. If, for example, the conduits that the service proCONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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ILLUSTRATION BY CLAYTON HAMNER

The CRTC (the federal agency that regulates telecommunications services providers, among others) has mandated that the
provision of telecommunications service
by a service provider to a multi-unit residential building (which, in the case of a
condominium building, is the condominium corporation) is subject to the condition
that all service providers wishing to serve
residents in that building are able to access
them on a timely basis under reasonable
terms and conditions. The service provider and the corporation can, however,
negotiate the conditions of access subject
to certain guidelines established by the
CRTC:

vider would use to install its new wiring
are already full and cannot accommodate
additional wiring, then the corporation
would be within its rights to refuse access.”
Having said that, a corporation must allow a service provider to install or upgrade in-building wiring and related
facilities. The corporation must also
allow access to the closets, panels and
any common pathways required for the
purpose of installing or upgrading its
facilities. However, the service provider
would be responsible for the associated

wifi for common areas, or free telephone
service for the security/concierge desk. If,
however, the provider wishes to use the
building as a ‘hub’ to expand its service
network (by, for example, installing rooftop antennas), terms of access should be
carefully considered, and additional fair
compensation should be negotiated. This
compensation would be in the nature of a
monthly or annual rental fee for use of the
building for this purpose.
Second, if the equipment to be installed
by the service provider is going to draw

If, however, the provider wishes to use the
building as a ‘hub’ to expand its service network
(by, for example, installing rooftop antennae),
terms of access should be carefully considered, and
additional fair compensation should be negotiated
costs. Where there is insufficient space
available in risers to install additional inbuilding wiring, a corporation may either
permit the service provider to construct
additional riser space, or allow it to upgrade or replace existing in-building
wiring and related facilities to make more
efficient use of the available riser space.

electricity from the building’s electrical
supply, a check meter should be installed
to measure the electricity consumed, and
the agreement should specify that the
service provider will pay for this electrical consumption. The installation of the
check meter should be at the cost of the
service provider.

What should the corporation
look for in a telecommunications
agreement?
Assuming that the corporation is moving
forward with providing access to a telecommunications service provider, the arrangement between the parties should be
set out in detail in a telecommunications
agreement. While these agreements tend
to be similar in form and content from one
corporation or service provider to another,
there are some material points that the
corporation should ensure are properly
addressed.

Third, the rights of the service provider
to access the building should be carefully
considered. Typically, service providers
will want broad access to provide information to the unit residents about the
services offered by the provider (e.g., by
way of an information table in the lobby, or
pamphlet material to be distributed doorto-door), and unlimited access to service
the equipment in the event of an issue. The
corporation should ensure that any right
of access that is being provided is appropriately limited, and that any access is on
reasonable prior notice to management.

First, the scope of what is being provided
should be defined. The provider may only
wish to access the building to offer services to the unit residents. In that case,
the compensation that will typically be
provided to the corporation would be
something along the lines of free internet
for the property management office, free

Fourth, the terms on which the agreement
may be terminated should be considered.
Most service providers will seek to negotiate a provision stating that the telecommunications agreement is automatically
renewed for so long as there is at least one
unit resident in the building receiving services from the provider. While the corpo-
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ration will not necessarily want to restrict
it’s residents’ ability to continue to receive
services from the provider if they wish to
do so, the corporation may want to consider
negotiating a threshold of units receiving
services from the provider (e.g. ten per cent)
below which the corporation will not be
obligated to renew the agreement.
Finally, the agreement should provide
appropriate indemnities to protect the
corporation. Among other things, if the
service provider damages the common
elements or another service provider’s
equipment in the course of installing or
removing its own equipment, then the service provider should be held responsible to
cover the costs of repairing that damage,
and should defend the corporation from
any claim by another service provider in
connection with that damage.
Is the corporation required to give
notice to the owners?
Yes. While a telecommunications agreement – unlike other agreements in which
the corporation is granting an access license over the common elements – does
not require a special by-law, notice to owners is still required as if the agreement is
a change to a service provided by the corporation. As such, pursuant to sections
22(3) and 97(3) of the Condominium Act,
1998, the corporation is required to give
notice to owners before entering into the
agreement. The notice must: (1) describe
the nature of the license being granted by
the corporation; (2) disclose whether the
agreement will result in any cost to the
corporation, and if so, how this cost will
be paid for; (3) advise the owners that they
have the right to requisition a meeting to
vote on the agreement within 30 days of
the notice; and, (4) provide owners with a
copy of sections 97(3) and 46 of the Condominium Act, 1998.
Any agreement that the corporation is
considering entering into should be reviewed and commented on by the corporation’s lawyers. A telecommunications
agreement is no exception, particularly
considering that most telecommunications agreements have a term of five years
or more. Similarly, the corporation’s notice to owners should be reviewed by the
corporation’s lawyers to ensure that it
V above-described legal
complies with C
the
requirements.

Allan Au-Duong
P. Eng.
Criterium-Jansen Engineers

Common Elements

Condominium
Warranty
Coverage:
Uncovered
Understanding Your Performance
Audit & Common Element Warranty

As new owners of the common
elements, what do you do if there
are deficiencies in the common
elements?
TARION (under the Ontario New Home
Warranties Plan Act) provides warranty coverage for your common elements
(CE). The process is outlined by TARION
Builder Bulletin 49.

First Year CE warranty covers:
• Defects in materials and workmanship.
• Unauthorized substitutions.
• Ontario Building Code violations.
• The home must be fit for habitation.
Second Year CE warranty covers:
• Water penetration at substructure and
building envelope.
• Defects in workmanship and materials
for plumbing, electrical and mechanical distribution systems.
• Exterior cladding deficiencies.
• Ontario Building Code Health and
Safety violations.
Seven Year CE warranty covers:
• Major structural defects as defined by
TARION.
It is at this point (transition) in the development of a condominium project that it is important for the newly formed corporation
to determine if the project is in reasonable
compliance with the original construction

documents, municipal approvals and construction industry standards. This process
is completed through a performance audit.
What is a Performance Audit?
A performance audit is a mandatory postconstruction assessment of the building
consisting of a building inspection walkthrough, information collected through
Unit Owner Surveys and turn-over document review.
Performance Audits can only be completed by a professional engineer holding a
Certificate of Authorization or an Architect holding a Certificate of Practice.
The first year, second year and seventh
year performance audits must be completed and submitted before their respective anniversaries of the registration of the
condominium to be eligible for the warranty. It is very important to keep track of
these important dates, if you miss a deadline, TARION will not warrant the claim.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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ILLUSTRATION BY CARL WEINS

Your condominium has been registered
and the builder or developer has “turnedover” the common elements to the newly
formed condominium corporation. Common elements of a condominium may
consist of recreational facilities (pools,
gym, party rooms, courtyards or terraces), parking garage, roof, exterior
cladding, building superstructure and
substructure, exterior windows and
doors. The condominium corporation
now “owns” these common elements and
has elected a coard of directors to make
decisions on behalf of the condominium
corporation.
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After your selected Professional has completed the performance audit for your
building, they will compile all deficiencies
noted into a Deficiency List. This deficiency list must be in the required TARION format called the Performance Audit
Tracking Summary (PATS). TARION
has created an online platform to manage
the PATS. The condominium corporation
will select a “designate” who is responsible
for managing the warranty claim, in particular, the PATS.
Managing the Deficiency List (PATS)
The designate for the performance audit
can be a board director, property manager
or engineer. Depending on the number of
deficiencies or complexity of the deficiencies, this process may become a large undertaking in terms of time and effort.
It is typical for a Property Manager to
be selected as the designate since they
are usually on-site and perform periodic
walkthroughs of your building. Keep in
mind that if the Property Manager is selected to manage the PATS, it may take
away time to fulfill his/her management
duties.
Depending on the complexity of the deficiency, the engineering consultant may
need to provide input for the quality and
adequacy of the repair. More technical
items such as mechanical or electrical
systems, water penetration and structural
deficiencies should be signed-off by the
Professional Engineer or Architect.
TARION requires periodic updates to the
PATS, usually every 90 days from both
the builder and Condominium Corporation. The two parties work from the same
PATS list; however, their respective fields

CV
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If any deficiencies
are deemed
warranted, the
builder will have
a final 90 days
to resolve all
warranted items
are locked and cannot be changed by the
other party. As repairs are completed, the
builder is able to upload its comments to
be verified and signed-off by the condominium corporation. The condominium
corporation can also input its comments.
We recommend date stamping each comment and sign-off for record keeping.
For the Board of Directors, a summary
of these sign-offs should be presented in
a Board Meeting and documented in the
minutes for approval.
As mentioned before, there are several important dates with the Performance Audit
process:
Timelines and Important Dates
Once the First Year Claims are submitted (before the first year anniversary), the
builder has 18 months to complete the required repairs.
Once the Second Year Claims are submitted (before the second year anniversary),
the builder has 6 months to complete the
required repairs. The second year list is
typically fewer in number due to the more

restrictive coverage.
It is important to note that the first and
second year deadline for the Builder Repair Period ends on the same date (30
months after registration).
At this point, if there are any warranted
items left unresolved, the condominium
corporation may submit a request for
conciliation. A request for conciliation
must be filed within 60 days following
the end of the Builder Repair Period.
A deposit must be submitted with this
claim and the conciliation PATS list.
The builder has a 90-day repair period
to resolve the deficiencies outlined in
the claim.
Conciliation
If the outstanding deficiencies are not resolved between the two parties, TARION
will perform a conciliation inspection and
issue a Warranty Assessment Report.
The TARION representative will determine whether a deficiency claim is warranted or not warranted. TARION’s Construction Performance Guideline is a tool
which provides guidance and criteria on
warranted items.
If any deficiencies are deemed warranted,
the builder will have a final 90 days to resolve all warranted items.
Should the builder be unable or unwilling
to perform such repairs, TARION will
settle the claim directly with thecondominium corporation.
Communication is important for the Performance Audit Process to be successful.
Meetings should be held between the
parties to enable a smooth
C V process and
Facebook - @CCIToronto
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CONDO PROFILE: THE PALACE PIER - YCC 382

Where Everyone is

LEFT TO RIGHT:

Peter Leon, President
Thelma Beam, Secretary
Al Pace, Vice President
Steve Currie, Treasurer
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James Russell
Newsletters et Cetera

AMILY
For Vladimir Volkovecki, a long-serving member of The
Palace Pier’s maintenance staff, “This building is like family.” For Nashz, Vladimir’s son and The Palace Pier’s Hip
Hop instructor, the residents and staff of The Palace Pier
are his extended family. And for Catherine D’Urzo, one of
The Palace Pier’s Directors, “I absolutely fell in love,” is
how she describes her first visit to The Palace Pier in her
search for a safe and nurturing community of kindred spirits to raise her son Michael.
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRPHY BY RON JOCSAK
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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ballroom
and partially
completed pier
were destroyed
in a fire but from
its ashes rose
The Palace Pier,
a condominium
of unmatched
luxury and good
governance

The original ballroom at the Palace Pier
ballroom was opened by Hollywood film star
and comedian Bob Hope on June 10, 1941

The name ‘Palace Pier’ comes from an actual
amusement pier, located near the site of the
current towers. The ‘Palace of Fun’ was to
become an illuminated pier stretching nearly a
third of a mile into Lake Ontario, and consisting of a palatial ballroom, a roller rink (converted for ice skating in the winter months),
a 1,400-seat theatre, an outdoor band pavilion, several restaurants, souvenir stores and
a steamship dock. Regrettably, only a few
hundred feet of the pier was completed, just
enough to accommodate the ballroom that,
on June 10, 1941, had the distinction of being
opened by Hollywood film star and comedian
Bob Hope, who was in town promoting his
latest film. The ballroom and partially completed pier were destroyed in a fire, but from
its ashes rose The Palace Pier, a condominium
of unmatched luxury and good governance.
Nestled between the Humber River to the
east and Humber Bay Park to the west, The
Palace Pier was completed in 1979 and consists of 433 suites ranging in size from 920 to
3595 square feet. With forty-six floors and
eighty-five units over three thousand square
feet, the term ‘downsizing’ hardly applies to
residents moving to The Palace Pier from
26
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THE BOOK CLUB LEFT TO RIGHT:

Marie Madi, resident for 20 years; Lydia,
resident for 40 years;
Elma Lobo, resident for three years;
Joanne Bidini, resident for 6 years;
Felice O’Neill, resident for one year

detached or semi-detached houses. “The Palace Pier is typical of lifestyles in those days,”
says the Board’s president Peter Leon of the
opulent and spacious design of The Palace
Pier’s suites and common elements. Indeed,
the list of amenities includes a tennis court,
table tennis room, six BBQs, squash courts,
convenience store, spa, indoor pool and pool
patio, a games room, library, billiards room,
meeting room, party room and gym. The Palace Pier’s own restaurant is run by chef Maria Mirenzi, who describes The Palace Pier
as “such a good community”. Maria not only
buys fresh produce from the nearby Food Terminal but conducts cooking classes for The
Palace Pier’s many kids.
And speaking of kids, “they love it here,”
says children’s writer, journalist and resident
Jackie Burns, author of “The Condo Kids”, a
lovely series of adventure books inspired by
The Palace Pier’s community of little people.
As public transportation west of the Humber
was in its infancy back in 1979, The Palace
Pier, and her neighbouring building Palace
Place, initiated a dedicated shuttle service for
their residents. Their two buses operate every

ABOVE CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:

Norm Merkosky, leader of the Tennis Club; Grant McCarthy, Concierge; Wren Park, The Pier
Shop; Maria Mirenzi, Chef at The Restaurant.
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it’s not The Palace
Pier’s amazing
amenities or huge
suites that set the
condominium
apart from any
other, it’s the
commitment,
enthusiasm, and
friendliness of its
residents

half hour, ferrying residents not only to Union
Station but to Food Basics, Loblaw’s, Cloverdale Mall, Sherway Gardens and Walmart.
But it’s not The Palace Pier’s amazing amenities or huge suites that set the condominium
apart from any other; it’s the commitment,
enthusiasm, and friendliness of its residents
whether serving on committees, the Board,
or simply greeting their neighbours on the
elevator.

ABOVE: Valets, John Lee

and Tony Vieira
RIGHT: Dale Sammy,
Manager Security Services
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Not surprisingly, The Palace Pier enjoys an
exceptional level of resident participation, reflected in the nearly dozen clubs and committees, all of which make use of the generous pool
of expertise and experience that the residents
bring to the table:
• Technical Committee: which advises the
Board on all projects, including the building envelope, building automation system,
electric vehicle charging, electrical capacity and distribution, geothermal heating,
rooftop deck design and construction.
• Social Committee: Responsible for organizing The Palace Pier’s four or five yearly
social events.
• Tennis Committee: Responsible for all

The Junior Tennis Program is one of many organized activities for the kids

matters relating to the tennis court, including booking rules, the Junior Program
and advising on what court upgrades will
be necessary every year.
• Parents Committee: which oversees the
kid’s program and advises on all matters
related to children and families, including
rules and resources for children, and plans
events and lessons for kids.
• Communications Committee: Responsible
for producing The Palace Pier’s newsletter
and advising the Board on communication
matters.
• And special purpose committees, which
have included: the Fan Coil Replacement
Committee, Landscaping Committee and
the Rules Committee.
The Palace Pier’s Welcoming Committee not
only produces and updates a multi-page Welcome Package but conducts personal tours
for new residents to orient them to the building, grounds, amenities, services and informs
new residents about The Palace Pier’s table
tennis, book, film, bridge, coffee, golf, choir,
kid’s club and the seasonal but active tennis
club, headed by Norm Merkosky. ““The Tennis Club organizes events for its members,

ABOVE: Michael Harrison, a

resident since 2001, and Angie
Robinson of Fitness Made Fun,
take advantage of the gym,
the third most used amenity at
Palace Pier

LEFT: Kids love it here says
children’s writer, journalist and
resident Jackie Burns, author of
The Condo Kids
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including: competi- tive ladders, competitions with other tennis clubs, annual
Club BBQ, Rogers Cup outing, Breakfast
at Wimbledon, Awards Dinner and so on.
They also publish a newsletter for members,” says Norm Merkosky, the Tennis
Club chair..
“When I moved here in 2005 the tennis
court was empty,” says Norm, who spearheaded The Palace Pier’s tennis community’s growth to its current membership
of more than a hundred members - adults
and children.
Did I mention that “Elvis” was once ‘in
the building’? As was “Elton John”, “Roy
Orbison”and “Stompin’ Tom”. “Our
shows are always sold out. Performers
have commented to me that they love performing here,” says Catherine who does
double duty on the Board and the Social
Committee. In addition to booking Las
Vegas-style Celebrity Review Shows,
the Social Committee organizes comedy
shows, Canada Day celebrations, Caribbean-themed parties, big band shows,
resident art shows, and of course, the
New Year’s Eve gala.

Gardens and main sign at the entrance to the Palace Pier grounds

The Palace Pier community’s amazing
level of involvement is not only a testament to the residents but much of the
credit goes to The Palace Pier’s Board
of Directors: Peter Leon, President; Al
Pace, Vice President; Thelma Beam,
Secretary; Steve Currie, Treasurer and
Catherine D’Urzo, Director.

Newsletter of the Year for 2018, the Board
makes good use of email blasts, website,
resident web portal, and digital notice
boards. The Board also distributes occasional surveys, which help them gauge residents’ opinions on specific issues. Regular
Town Halls keep the residents informed on
current issues in the building.

“We always look for what’s best for the
building and our residents,’’ says Peter
who adds that although they strive for
consensus at board meetings, opinions
vary of course, yet board members, “respect and value each other’s positions. It’s
a very good board.”

Despite having a large in-house staff of
thirty-six and about a dozen contracted
cleaning and office staff, there is very
little staff turn over at The Palace Pier.
Many employees, like Grant, one of the
Concierges, have been with the corporation from the day the doors opened.

Thelma says that the Board owes a great
deal to their ‘special advisors’: the lawyers, engineers, designers, and other
subject-matter-experts who live at The
Palace Pier and gladly share their expert
advice and knowledge with the Board.

Typical of any forty-year old building,
especially one whose southern lake face
is constantly scorched by the sun, The
Palace Pier’s facade began showing its
age due to UV damage. So, in 2014, The
Palace Pier’s board embarked on a threeyear, multi-million dollar Building Envelope Project to repair the damage, clad
and paint the entire building.

Of the Board’s communication strategy,
Thelma says, “We try to keep people informed and entertained”. In addition to
their newsletter, which won CCI’s Condo

The Building Envelope Project is just one

of the major projects that have been completed. Others include:
• Installation of motion detectors in the
parking garage
• Conversion to LEDs in all the hallways
and common elements, resulting in a
30% reduction in The Palace Pier’s
energy costs.
“There’s still work left to be done”, says
Peter.
“We also anticipate that the new fan coil
units people are installing in their units,
and that we (the Board) are installing in
the common areas, will also lead to more
energy savings. Our next initiative will
be to get people to convert their in-suite
lighting to LED where possible,” says
Thelma.
Canadian actor, author, producer, and activist Michael J. Fox once said, “Family is
not an important thing, it’s everything.”
To the residents of The Palace Pier there
is indeed nothing more important than
their Palace Pier ‘family’. As Catherine
says, “I feel fortunate to be raising my
son here.” C V
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CONDOMINIUM
MANAGEMENT.
ELEVATED.

It’s more than a condominium. It’s one
of your biggest investments – and your
home. Shouldn’t every aspect of it be
of the highest quality?
For 40 years, ACMO has worked to
improve the quality of the condominium
management profession. With access to
quality education and a strong network
of professionals, condominium managers
with the RCM designation provide a higher
level of service to you, your fellow board
members, and the industry as a whole.
Bring a higher standard home. Choose a
manager with the Registered Condominium
Manager designation. | ACMO.org
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Condominium Security & Risk Management

“He Said
She Said”
The Legality and Prudence of Audio Recording
Devices at Concierge & Security Desks

As the central hub and gathering point of
most condo communities, and therefore
the location where confrontations most
often occur, concierge/security desks can
greatly benefit from audio recordings.
Expert employment and labour lawyer,
Michael Smyth, at Hicks Morley LLP in
Toronto, discusses this point from the perspective of condos as employers,
“Having audio and CCTV cameras at the
concierge desk provides a tool that can be
used by the employer to investigate incidents involving interactions between their
staff and members of the public, tradesper-

sons, delivery workers and residents. If the
incident is one where there are allegations
of verbal abuse, obviously having audio
will potentially assist in determining the
actual events that took place and allow the
employer to make a more definitive conclusion about the alleged misconduct and
take steps to address it. Without audio,
unless the misconduct involved physical
or threatening behaviour that can be seen
on a CCTV camera, it is more difficult to
reach a definitive conclusion about the behaviour, particularly if the accused party
denies any wrongdoing.”
While there continues to remain a balancing act between the right to privacy versus
the safety and protection of residents and
workers, recording devices are widely accepted security tools which, as this article
will demonstrate, condos should utilize.
One Party Consent & The Expectation
of Privacy
Under the Criminal Code of Canada,
only one person needs to consent to the
recording of conversations. That means

that if you are part of the conversation,
you do not need the permission of others
present to record the conversation. This
“one party consent” exception applies to
conversations in person and by telephone.
That being said, the permissibility of recordings in a condo setting is not without
limitations.
Pursuant to the Office of the Privacy
Commissioner of Canada’s “Guidelines
for Overt Video Surveillance in the Private Sector”, surveillance is a reasonable
expectation in locations requiring protection where there is a lesser expectation of
privacy. As such, it is reasonable to expect
recordings (including audio recordings)
at concierge/security desks which are
routinely traversed and where conversations frequently occur. However, notices
and signage should be clearly displayed
indicating that recordings are being
made. Furthermore, information collected
through surveillance should only be used
for the purpose the surveillance is being
undertaken, or for purposes that are permitted by law. C V
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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ILLUSTRATION BY MAURICE VELLEKOOP

The current “elephant in the room” impacting condominium risk and security is
the installation of audio recording devices
that augment CCTV cameras. Contrary
to detractor belief, audio serves an important function, as it reduces “he said,
she said” outcomes for investigations into
inappropriate behaviour. Without independent eyewitnesses, investigations of
audio-less recorded incidents often fail,
opening condos to liability.

Protection Against Workplace
Harassment & Abuse
Recordings are a particularly useful tool
to help condos, as employers, to ensure
that their workplaces are safely maintained. As Mr. Smyth explains,
“From an employer’s perspective, having
audio and CCTV cameras in areas where
there is the potential for harassment or violence makes practical sense. Such
surveillance can be used to assist
in maintaining a safe workplace
and investigating complaints as
long as privacy responsibilities
have been adequately accounted
for and addressed.”
According to Mr. Smyth, pursuant
to Ontario’s Human Rights Code
and the Occupational Health and
Safety Act, condos, as employers,
have a duty to provide a violence
and harassment-free workplace,
develop policies and programs regarding violence and harassment,
investigate incidents and implement corrective measures. As it
concerns recordings, Mr. Smyth
goes so far as to state that,

The Prudence of Audio in Condominium
Expert condominium lawyer, Gerald
Miller, managing partner of Gardiner
Miller Arnold LLP, points out that with
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“Audio visual surveillance with recording
capability at the security or concierge desk
should become the norm in all high-rise
buildings. It becomes critical that property management have audio and visual

It is no surprise that risk evaluators, who
now commonly work with condos, consider the lack of audio at security/concierge
desks a serious concern that should be
mitigated. Expert condominium insurance broker, Basel Kaskas, from the Paisley-Manor Insurance Group, provides a
real-world example of the consequences
of not including audio as part of a condo’s
risk mitigation process,
“A security guard was alleged to
have been careless in his duties
with respect to access control to
the complex. Complaints were
made by residents reporting that
the security guard regularly left
the gate open and let anyone pass
without confirming that they
were a resident or invited guest
of a resident. The company employing the security guard never
took the complaints seriously,
as no audio was available at the
desk so that they could confirm
any problems. During a shift,
this security guard left the gate
wide open and, as result, a vehicle inside the parking garage
was entered and an iPad taken.
The security company was hit
with a ‘Failure to Perform’ lawsuit and
was found liable.”

From an employer’s
perspective, having
audio and CCTV
cameras in areas where
there is the potential
for harassment or
violence makes
practical sense

“If an employer has resisted implementing audio and CCTV recordings for fears
of intruding on privacy rights, it should
reconsider it in such circumstances, or risk
being found liable for failing to take all
reasonable steps to protect the health and
safety of its employees.”
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the recent implementation of amendments
to the Condominium Act, 1998, boards
and managers are under increased pressure to utilize technology to enforce rule
compliance and ensure condo security,

records of what exactly transpires in all
circumstances in cases when an owner or
tenants complains. Similarly, when owners, tenants or guests complain about
the behaviour of the concierge or security guards, the recording can verify the
truth of any allegations made against the
condominium corporation’s employees or
contractors. This is especially true when
allegations of sexual or other forms of
workplace harassment are made.”
The Risks of Not Having Audio

Conclusion
As the experts have indicated, installing
audio recording devices in high-traffic
condo areas, and, in particular, at concierge/security desks, is very prudent.
The question is no longer whether audio
is appropriate or not, but rather what the
consequences are for not having it.
CV

Sue Langlois
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Communication

When Properly Planned and Executed,
Great Communication Can Have a Positive
Effect on the Entire Condominium
Great communication takes both planning
and work. This is true for most businesses,
but especially for condominium corporations where communication is a daily necessity to keep things running smoothly
and costs at a minimum. Yet while many
condos have upgraded the communication
medium, using tools like email, digital noticeboards and websites, the message has
quite often sadly stayed much the same
– a dense collection of words that people
barely notice, much less bother to read.
The benefits of good communication include lower costs, reduced legal liability,
improved lifestyle and more time for a
manager to focus on proactive management instead of reactive troubleshooting.
It is worthwhile to put some effort into the
message to make condo communication
and management much more effective!
Make a Plan
At the beginning of the year, decide what
topics to tackle. Set some goals. For example, lower the water bill by 5%, reduce
outdoor cleaning by 30%, implement a

safety and security plan, reduce wear and
tear caused by pets – the list goes on. In
a condo environment, it is much more effective to communicate each topic one at a
time, rather than all at once.
Think like an Advertiser
Most of the things that need to be communicated to a resident are not what a resident is likely to care about. Sure, people
will usually want to know about when the
pool is going to re-open or when the elevator is going to be repaired, and water
shut-offs and power outages are certainly
attention-worthy, but the majority of notices, the ones that need noticing in order
to save the corporation money, generally
consist of rules and regulations. These can
be rather boring at the best of times, so
think like an advertiser – figure out who
the audience is and create notices that will
appeal to them, in a catchy way that they
have not quite seen before.
Know Your Audience
Young or old? Owners or renters? English speaking or English-as-a-second

IS THIS YOU?
Then please stop
driving like it is.
fe.

round Garage Sa

Keep Our Underg

language? Tech savvy or not? Make a list
of as many attributes possible that best
describe the audience. The communication to them will vary depending on the
results. Older folks may not have email.
Younger folks may prefer texts. If a large
part of the audience doesn’t speak English,
consider notices that use pictures and very
few words. Posting notices in different
languages is not recommended. Canada’s
official languages are English and French.
However, a simple notice that states “This
is an important notice – please get a translator” in various languages can be helpful. (Several government documents often
make use of this.) To build community, a
“Word of the Day” campaign with “hello”
showcased in the various languages at the
property can go a long way to engaging
residents.
Get on the Tech Train
It’s 2018, so there are numerous methods
to use to reach an audience. Email, text,
e-newsletters, and websites are all great
tools and there is still a place for good
old face-to-face as well as door-to-door.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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7 Effective
Communication
Tips for Condos
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If a condo comes with elevators, the most
powerful tool is by far the digital display.
It’s the only tool that has what broadcasters call a “captive audience” which means
people are likely to see it because they are
not busy doing something else. With a
digital display, residents do not have to
point, click, open, scroll, or do any work at
all to see your message. They stand there,
and they see it. The majority of residents have to take
the elevator to get to their
unit, which means they will
see what the board of directors and management team
needs them to see.

creative enough to make an impact and actually change behavior, but it can be done.
Reach and Frequency
Making sure that notices get viewed is
critical to success. The “reach” is the size
of the audience and the “frequency” is how
often the message is sent out to that audience. In a condo environment, the use

it can be sent/posted a month in advance,
two weeks in advance, a week and then
the day of the event. That is four times
the frequency than just sending/posting
it one time.

Measure Up
Like any corporate project, the results of
condo communication campaigns should
also be measured to see if
they produced the desired
results and achieved the
goals outlined in step one.
Email blasts are great, as
long as residents opened
them. Email software usually has a feature to help
Be Nice!
determine the “open rate”.
There is an expression “you
Year over year comparican attract more flies with
sons can show water bills
honey than vinegar”. It is a
before and after a water
good idea to remember this
saving campaign that will
when dealing with people
determine whether it needs
FIGURE OUT WHO THE AUDIENCE IS AND CREATE
and reminding them of the
to be run again or if concondo corporation’s rules
NOTICES THAT WILL APPEAL TO THEM, IN A CATCHY gratulations to the diligent
and regulations. Notices
residents is in order. Some
WAY THAT THEY HAVE NOT QUITE SEEN BEFORE
with big red letters and nuthings are less tangible but
merous exclamation points are the visual of the many tools mentioned above will still measurable – talking to cleaners and
equivalent of yelling at someone and they increase the reach and frequency can be supers before a property clean-up project
are not likely to get the desired result. The adjusted accordingly. For example, a no- gets underway gives something to composted notices should quite often be all tice sent via email about window wash- pare any changes to.
the things that residents never got around ing dates may get missed if sent just once,
to reading in the status certificate – this with just one medium. If the reach is im- Great communication requires some
is the key to using communication to cut proved – an email, a text, a notice on the thought but when properly planned and
costs – so it is important not to alienate bulletin board – more residents will be executed, it has a positive effect on the enviewers. It can be quite challenging to be likely to see it. To improve the frequency, tire condominium. C V
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Edmund Leong
CPA., CA.
Tator, Rose & Leong

Electric Vehicles

Electric Vehicle Charging
Systems in Condominiums
Why is it So Hard to Get an Electric Vehicle
and its Charging System Into a Condominium?

As a financial person, I tend to gravitate
to decision analysis based on full awareness of costs before venturing into a major
decision. The CAO has a helpful Step-byStep Guide: Installing Electronic Vehicle
Charging Systems” that provided a pathway for both boards and owners in terms
of how and whether EVCS can be implemented into the common elements of the
corporation. The link to the guide will be
included at the end of this article. However
what it does not spell out are the poten-

tial costs involved. Many EV purchasers
have been sold on the fact that they can
charge EVs for about ¼ of the cost of using
gasoline and as well as reduced maintenance costs. Those savings may certainly
be offset by the costs the owner will bear
in order to set up their chargers. However,
boards need to also be aware that they will
likely have to shoulder costs when either
installing it on their own will or when an
owner makes an application.
I’m not going to reiterate the CAO’s Stepby-Step Guide however I will refer to it
when a cost consideration comes up. If you
as a board are contemplating an EV install
or if an owner has approached the board
with a request, it would be wise to read
over the CAO’s Step-by-Step Guide along
with this article. This will allow for both
parties to assess the EVCS hardware, legal
considerationsand other timing matters
that will be encountered in the process.
There are basically 3 routes to the EVCS
install. The Corporation can decide to install the EVCS or the owner requests for

the EVCS to be installed in their parking
unit. There could be a hybrid approach
where both the Corporation has open and
shared spaces for owners and guests to use
and owners at the same time have dedicated
EVCS in their parking units.
Before I get into some of the nuts and bolts
of the cost, I would like to give credit to
those that assisted the author with this
article. As one can appreciate, it takes a
small team to make sure that the EVCS
is installed correctly, to code and as well
within the corporation’s bylaws, regulations and the Condominium Act.
Thank you to: Mark Marmer of Signature
Electric (Marmer) for providing details
regarding EVCS install, drawings, specifications etc. Marmer has over 20 years of
experience in condominiums and as has
been looking after EVCS installations in
condominiums since 2012.
Elia Associates, Condominium Lawyers
(Elia). Both Patricia Elia and Ashley Winberg have had experience in working with
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

If Elon Musk can put a Tesla into space
and get through all the engineering and
regulatory logistics, why is it so hard
to get an Electric Vehicle (“EV”) and
its Electric Vehicle Charging System
(“EVCS”) into a condominium? I think if
Elon had his way with our Ontario condominiums he would privatize all condominium governance in the same way
that he would want with the Tesla Corporation. Fortunately, we have the Condominium Authority of Ontario “CAO” has
made a “paint-by-numbers” approach to
getting EVCS into a condominium.

the various applications, agreements and
notices required in the EVCS installation
process.
Marc Bhalla (Bhalla) specializes in condominium mediation and arbitration. As you
will see later, there are options to call in a
mediator in the event parties do not come
to an agreement.
Installation by the Corporation
With this option, the board on its own will
chooses to have an EVCS installation. The
corporation must first assess the costs to
the corporation for the proposed installation of the EVCS. Since this is an initiative
by the board, the cost would typically be
the obligation of the corporation and that
the board should be aware of the potential
costs are parts of that due diligence.
On the hardware side, cost range as follows:
A load evaluation would need to be conducted in the corporation which in simple
terms assesses the impact of the ECVS
charging on the condo’s system voltages.
In peak demand, the corporation should
still be able to deliver adequate voltage to
all the owners as well as the EV units. This

40
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Many EV
purchasers have
been sold on the
fact that they
can charge EVs
for about ¼ of
the cost of what
it costs to use
gasoline and as
well as reduced
maintenance costs

cost would be around $1,000.00
Drawings must be made with the addition
of the EVCS that show details plans that
the installation is safe. The range varies
significantly depending on access and on
where the EVCS is installed relative to the
main distribution board. The board should
estimate a range of $200.00 to $2,200.00
for such drawings.
A new EVCS supply panel would also
have to be added as part of the installation. The EVCS supply panel has switching and as well power management controls in it to safely charge the vehicles.
The board should budget $15,000.00 for
the panel, which would be large enough
for 18 chargers with power management
on a 2:1 ratio.
The commercial level 2 (240v) charging station looks like a stand that holds 2
chargers (in a 2:1 ratio) that plug into each
EV. It generally is more expensive than
a residential unit as the EVCS can send
information to management wirelessly
about charge backs to owners, monitoring
of who is charging, analytics etc. These

type of units generally run from $3,000.00
to $5,000.00. If the corporation anticipates
setting up 18 chargers on a 2:1 ratio, it will
need 9 units running from $27,000.00 to
$45,000.00.

is difficult. The board may be better off
going for a vote for greater transparency
and as well to get owners input.

The labour cost as well varies somewhat
based again on the number of EVCS installed, distance from the main electrical
distribution board. A fair estimate of the
labour costs would run from $3,000.00 to
$5,000.00.
Once the above assessments of costs
have been determined by the corporation
then the corporation can take 2 routes
with either having the owners vote on
the EVCS or not. No voting is required,
if the above costs are less than 10% of
the annual budgeted common expenses
and if the board feels that the owners of
the condominium corporation would not
consider the installation of the EVCS as
causing a material reduction or elimination of their use or enjoyment of the
units they own or the common elements.
Certainly the 10% rule would be straight
forward however assessing whether the
EVCS impacts owners in a negative way

There can very
well be conflict
to be managed
in condominium
communities
surrounding EVs,
but exactly how
this works varies

If the board does choose not to go for a
vote, then proper notice containing the
following would need to be made to the
owners:
1. A description of the proposed installation;
2. A statement that the board believes
that the owners of the condominium
corporation would not consider the installation of the EVCS to be a material
reduction or elimination of their use or
enjoyment of the units that they own or
the common elements;
3. A statement of the estimated costs for
the installation of the EVCS, and how
the corporation will pay for the costs;
and,
4. Any other information that the by-laws
of the corporation require.
At this point it would be wise to engage a
lawyer to handle the paperwork around the
notices. A minimum estimate of the fees to
prepare the notice in accordance with the
above would be $550.00

CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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On the other hand, if the corporation decides to go to hold a vote and the owners
have requested a requisition meeting, certain legal procedures are required. Again,
proper notice containing the following
must be made:
1. A description of the proposed installation;
2. A statement of the estimated costs for
the installation of the EVCS, and how
the corporation will pay for the costs;
3. A statement that the board believes that
the owners would regard the installation of the EVCS as causing a material
reduction or elimination of the use or
enjoyment of the units that they own or
the common elements;
4. A statement that the owners have a
right, in accordance with section 46 of
the Act, to requisition a meeting within
60 days of receiving the notice;
5. A copy of the text of section 46 of the
Act, and section 24.2 and 24.3 of Ontario Regulation 48/01; and,
6. Any other information that the by-laws
of the corporation require.
The following legal work involved based
on the above requirements for disclosure
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and the requisition meeting which would
include preparation of required notice as
described above , review of the requisition meeting required, responding to the
requisition, assisting the corporation with
calling and holding the requisition meeting, preparation of the requisition meeting
and attending and chairing the requisition
meeting. At the minimum, one should budget around $2,750 for the above legals.
Of course the corporation would not have
to incur the requisition meeting costs if the
owners after 60 days do not request to have
such a meeting. The beauty of this regulation is that it requires owners to act to have
a meeting otherwise the corporation is free
to start the installation after the 60 days
without a vote.
Installation by owner
If an individual owner wishes to have his
own personal EVCS installed, then they
need to submit an application to the corporation in the following form:
1. Be in writing;
2. Identify the owner and the owner’s address for service; and,
3. Be signed by the owner submitting

the application, and Include drawings,
specifications, or information relating
to the proposed installation.
Similar to the installation by the corporation, the cost of the load evaluation would
be around $1,000.00 and drawings and
specifications would cost around $250.00
to $2,000.00. The owner would also require labour and wiring to the distribution board which would run around
$3,000.00 to $5,000.00 and as well the
EVCS for the individual owner which
runs around $1,000.00
The legal fees to review the application by
the owner and determine whether it complies with all applicable legislation would
be at minimum $550.00.
After the submission of the application,
the board must respond back to the owner
with 60 days as to whether they accept or
reject the application. If the board chooses
to accept the application, legal fees to draft
the response letter to the owner to be at
minimum $550.00.
After the acceptance of the application,

then the condominium corporation and
the owner must enter into an agreement.
This terms and conditions of the agreement must:
1. Relate to the manner of the installation;
2. Outline how the cost of the installation
will be distributed between the owner
and the corporation;
3. Establish the responsibilities of the
corporation and the owner in relation to the cost of the use, operation,
repair, maintenance, and insurance of
the EVCS, as well as the cost of preparing the agreement and registering it
against the title to the owner’s unit;
4. Specify who will have ownership of the
EVCS (and/or its components); and,
5. Relate to the termination of use of the
EVCS or the agreement.
The legal fees to draft this agreement and
register it on title of the owner would be
at minimum $1,110.00.
In the event that the owner disagrees with
the board’s written report that the EVCS
installation:
1. Will be contrary to any general or special legislation, including the Electrical
Safety Code;

2. Will adversely affect the structural integrity of the property of the corporation; or,
3. Will pose a serious risk to the health
and safety of an individual or damage
the property of the corporation.

Conflict can also
arise when an
individual within
a community
starts the journey
of purchasing an
electric vehicle, only
to discover that the
process involved –
and related costs are more than they
had expected

The owner still has an opportunity to submit a disagreement private mediation and
arbitration within certain time frames. I
have asked Marc Bhalla some of his experience with EVCS mediation, arbitration
as well as cost considerations. His direct
comments are as follows:
“From my perspective as a mediator and
arbitrator, there can very well be conflict
to be managed in condominium communities surrounding EVs, but exactly how this
works varies.
Some Boards are concerned about their
community’s capacity to accommodate
future electric vehicle demands. For example, say a condominium complex can only
handle 10 charging stations in total. It may
not be a problem for the condominium corporation to grant initial requests for installations, but what happens when the number

CCI TORONTO CONDO MEMBER PROFILE

MTCC # 0624 - Camargue II
Toronto, Ontario
Profile Highlights
Often called one of Scarborough’s best kept secrets, residents at Camargue II are
fortunate to enjoy the perfect location on the eastern fringe of Toronto with its big
city amenities, attractions and conveniences, yet bordering the Rouge River
Federal Park. Sitting on approximately ten acres of landscaped property, residents
enjoy peaceful surroundings in a park-like setting.
Enjoying a property that has had all of its interiors and exteriors, recreation
amenities, and building mechanicals fully modernised over the last 10 years,
owners can also boast of a well-managed property that has enjoyed a 0%
maintenance fee increase in five of the past six years, and has never levied a
special assessment on its owners.

Date Built: 1982 - 1983

Condo Style: Highrise (2 towers)
Number of Units: 438

CCI Toronto Member
for over 15 years

Management Company: Newton Trelawney Property

Management Services
LOOK FOR ANOTHER CCI- T CONDO MEMBER PROFILE IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE CONDOVOICE
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of requests nears or exceeds the total number of charging stations that the premises
can service? Some proactive Boards are not
waiting until they near or reach their limit
to consider this by including such things as
time limitations for charging station installations or otherwise embracing a mindset of
shared stations in their approach.
Conflict can also arise when an individual
within a community starts the journey of
purchasing an electric vehicle, only to discover that the process involved – and related costs - are more than they had expected.
Also, an owner should not assume that
the condominium Board will automatically grant permission to install an EV
charging station (such requests can be rejected, for a variety of reasons). The costs
involved surrounding the required agreement to alter common elements as needed
for the installation must also be kept in
mind. Typically, it is the unit owner who
benefits from the alteration who foots the
bill, which can serve as a deterrent.
If an owner finds the total cost to be too much
and decides to cancel the request, conflict can
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arise surrounding who should be responsible
for costs already incurred up to that point.
Many Boards would consider it unfair to expect all other unit owners to bear cost caused
by a sole owner, yet the individual owner may
feel it unfair to pay for an installation they
ultimately did not see through.
As a conciliatory process, mediation can be
helpful when conflict of this nature emerges within a community. The cost of it can
vary based on how far along the conflict is,
the time needed to mediate and whether
legal representation is involved. In the early
stages, it may be possible to mediate EVrelated concerns for even less than $500.00
per participant; however, this cost can easily and quickly escalate exponentially based
on the specific situation. As is the case with
most other types of condominium conflict,
costs are often lower the earlier on that the
conflict is addressed.
Of course, there is potential for future conflict once an installation has been completed. The Condominium Act requires mediation. Also, the agreement surrounding
the EV charger installation can speak to
how conflict is handled and there cer-

tainly could be potential for mediation or
arbitration to resolve disputes that arise
in the future. The cost range here would
be no different than the cost of proceeding
to mediate or arbitrate any other form of
condominium disputes.”
Looking at the above costs as well as the
work involved does appear daunting. What
should be kept in mind is that the EV movement grows stronger each day. According
to a recent Reuter’s article, global carmakers are committing at least $90 billion in
electric vehicle development. If a condominium corporation falls behind on investing
EVCS infrastructure, will owners and prospective owner’s thirst for condominiums
that don’t have the ECVS infrastructure in
place wane? Many of our steel and glass
downtown condominiums appeal to those
who embrace technology, convenience, as
well as modern luxuries. Condominium
boards and owners must now consider the
long term implications of their decisions
with current and future owner’s needs
C V at
stake.
https://www.condoauthorityontario.ca/enUS/resources/electric-vehicle-charging-station-regulations/step-by-step-guide/

Ryan Griffiths
Director, Condominium Finance
CWB Maxium Financial

Reserve Fund Strategy

Leveraging Your
Existing Budget

Despite having the most conservative
Reserve Funding regulations of any
Province in Canada, older buildings in
Ontario are facing shortfalls. Loans are
increasingly being used by condo corporations as a way to lessen the burden on
owners by spreading out the cost of major
projects. There are lots of condos using a
loan to get major work completed without significantly increasing their condo
fees, or gradually increasing fees over a
number of years. This concept doesn’t apply in all cases, but in many cases it does.
How does it work?
The Reserve Fund for a condo corporation is a savings and expenditure model
over a long period of time. The owners
are saving money every year with the
expectation of spending the money on
very specific projects at some point in
the future. When major expenditures are
required earlier than planned, you also
change your future savings needs. Take a
window replacement project for example;
if a corporation has been planning to replace all of the windows over the next 3
to 5 years, a good portion of the money in

the Reserve Fund, and a good proportion hand is in your existing Reserve Fund
of the money being saved every month expenditure plan in the next several
(the Reserve Fund contribution) is likely years, and the planned cost estimates are
to be spent on the window replacement. close to reality. This also applies to older
If the window replacement gets moved buildings that are on the brink of havforward in time to be completed now (e.g. ing renewed all of the major components,
too many windows are failing) then the and on the horizon, are many years where
corporation no longer needs to save for the corporation doesn’t have any major
the window replacement in 3 to 5 years. expenditures.
If the corporation levies a special assessment to pay for the window replacement, Show me
then the assessment may be reduced by The table below shows a very simple,
using some of the money in the Reserve but real example. The current monthly
Fund. However, this approach ignores condo fees of $420/month include a conthe money that is being saved every tribution of $120 which is going towards
month towards the planned replacement savings in the Reserve Fund. By workin the future. Borrowing may allow the
condo corporation to
BUDGETED EXPENSES
CURRENT
NEW
leverage the ongoing
Operating Expenses
$ 300
$ 300
Reserve Fund contributions in its existing
Reserve Fund Contribution
$ 120
$ 60
budget.
When does it work?
This concept is particularly applicable
when the project at

Loan Payment

$

0

Total Condo Fees

$ 420

CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

Increasingly, Loans are Being Used by
Condo Corporations as a Way to Lessen
the Burden on Owners by Spreading
Out the Cost of Major Projects

1151 Denison Street, Unit 15
L3RUnit
3Y415
1151
1151Denison
DenisonStreet,
Street,
Unit
15

L3R
L3R3Y4
3Y4
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ing with a lender that understands condos, and coordinating an update to their
Reserve Funding plan with the Reserve
Fund Study provider, this corporation was
able to reduce the Reserve Fund contribution from $120 to $60. With a $75 loan
payment now included in the monthly
condo fees, the resulting condo fees are
only $435, a $15 increase from the prior
year. The corporation may also require
gradual increases in the Reserve Fund
contributions in the next few years, but the
immediate impact to owners is minimized
compared to the other alternatives.
Compare
Any decision of whether to borrow or
special assess should compare the financial implications of the alternatives. In
the example above, if the Board decides
to levy a special assessment for the same
amount (without a change to future Reserve Fund contributions), the unit owner would need to pay $8,600. A mortgage
payment (on a low rate first mortgage) repaid over the same period as the example
above would carry a monthly payment
of around $60. Although the mortgage

payment in this example has a lower interest rate, the additional $60 mortgage
payment is considerably higher than the
$15 increase in condo fees.

The best advice
I can give any
Board is to
invest the time
in looking at all
of their available
alternatives,
including
borrowing

To be clear; I would never suggest to
a condominium corporation that they
should under contribute to their Reserve
Fund. Most funding plans are far more
complex than the simple example provided, but, if the plan for future expenditures
changes dramatically, it may be wise to
re-evaluate the funding plan and look at
all of the options available.
The funding needs of every condominium corporation are unique; as are the potential solutions when the funding plan
gets off track. The best advice I can give
any Board is to invest the time in looking at all of their available alternatives,
including borrowing. The best lending
solution for a condo corporation requires
a collaborative effort between the Board,
a Reserve Fund planner, a lender that understands how a condo corporation operates, and a community of owners that
have been well informed. C V
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Lisa Kay
JCO & Associates

Refurbishment Issues

Design/Build or
Design/Bid/Build?
Condominium Common Area Refurbishment

Before
More than 50 years ago the Toronto
condo market was just a novel idea in the
housing market ...an affordable solution
to home ownership for many. Now more
than 55 % of Torontonians live in condos.
That’s a lot of condominiums! That’s a
lot of choice! In addition to the board of
directors’ requirement to maintain and
repair the condominium’s common areas
(using the reserve fund study as a guideline), there’s another compelling reason
to refurbish your condominium-compe-

After
tition in the market place. Prospective
buyers aren’t focused on the mechanical
rooms and structural integrity of the underground garage, they are looking at
the entrance of the building, the walk to
the elevator, the ride in the elevator .... the
corridor that leads to their front door....
and ultimately their new home. They are
buying into a vision, a vision that needs
to be complete. With competition in Toronto, the vision is being reinterpreted
everywhere you go. What is the vision

of your condominium in a burgeoning
market of choice?
A common element refurbishment is
NOT a small job and usually one of the
larger expenditures from the reserve
fund. Many boards of directors and even
property managers have not undertaken
a condominium common area refurbishment. Practically, lay people and property managers need a place to start. After reviewing the reserve fund and the
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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estimated funds available, a decision on
which process to engage in undertaking
a refurbishment needs to be made.
There are two processes most commonly
used for capital improvements in a condominium: Design/Build or Design/Bid/
Build.
Design/Build (DB): the one stop shop
solution - under this method, a corporation hires a single entity to perform the
design, management and construction

under a single contract.
Design/Bid Build (DBB): is a more traditional method where the condominium
corporation contracts separately with a
designer/consultant and a general contractor and the project is tendered.
How does the board make this
decision?
The Act states that the Board must adhere
to a “standard of care” which is objectively defined as acting honestly and in good

faith, exercising care, diligence and skill
that a reasonably prudent person would
exercise in incomparable circumstances.
Boards must act in the best interests of
the corporation using common sense and
honestly doing what they believe to be the
right thing, avoiding conflicts of interest unless disclosed and not successfully
challenged by the owners.
Given there are valid pros and cons to
each process one could objectively support either. It is for the board of directors
to assess each process and decide which
they believe is best for their corporation.
Provided below is an outline of those
pros/cons and considerations that may
help you decide which way to proceed for
your refurbishment.
Design-Build (DB)
The one stop shop solution
Pros
• There is only one contract signed with
the general contractor
• The design fees are part of the contract and include modifications if required to meet budget requirements
• Value engineering: The general contractor works with the designer from
inception to provide the most cost effective and valuable solution, considering materials and construction, for
the created design.
• Accurate Costing Upfront: the synergy of the designer and the contractor working in tandem and on site
from inception creates the ability to
accurately cost the project upfront
and avoid cost overruns. This process
lends itself well to a fixed price contract given the high degree of familiarity the GC (General Contractor)
has to the designer’s scope and the
applicable site conditions.
• Ability to design within a fixed budget
• Efficient: DB is a faster and more efficient process than DBB. There are
fewer parties to coordinate for meetings and faster decision making on all
aspects from design to construction,
leading to maximized efficiencies
throughout the process.
• Single Point of Accountability for both
design and construction.
• Enhanced cost and quality control.
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A COMMON ELEMENT

REFURBISHMENT IS NOT A SMALL JOB
AND USUALLY ONE OF THE LARGER
EXPENDITURES FROM THE RESERVE FUND
Before

After
• Mock-ups provided before final design solution is determined
Cons
• The DB process is highly dependent
on all parties being responsive and
timely in its decision-making to take
full advantage of the potential efficiencies of DB.
• The corporation gives up the ability
to have the consultant independently
(from the general contractor) approve
progress draws
• No tendering/no competitive bids
therefore Boards must rely on a reasonableness test for costing, references, site visits of DB company’s previous projects and reserve fund budgets.
• A need for more checks and balances

in the contract.
• If multiple RFPs are received it is difficult to compare them from a cost
perspective since each bidder will be
using different materials.
Design-Bid-Build (DBB)
The traditional DBB project delivery method typically involves three sequential project
phases: the design phase, the bid phase, and
the construction phase.
Pros
• This method is widely applicable and
used, well understood, and has wellestablished and clearly defined roles
for the parties involved.
• The consultant is working directly for

the corporation and is arm’s length
from the Contractor
• Competitive bids are received for a
“defined” scope of work and finishes
allowing the Board to review with an
“apples to apples” comparison.
Neutral Points
• There are two contracts to be signed,
one with the designer and one with the
general contractor
• The design fees are separate and must
be paid up front. If the bids come in
over budget there may be additional
fees to redesign the project so as to
come into budget
Cons
• The DBB process may have a longer
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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Cons
• The DBB process may have a longer
duration than DB. There are more
steps involved: 1. all design work must
be completed prior to the tendering
of the construction contract, tenders
must be reviewed then awarded 2. GC
must review the site thoroughly to ensure the scope/materials complete viability.
• The designer may have a limited understanding of construction and the
cost ramifications of their design,

which can lead to a more costly final
product than budgeted.
• The condominium corporation generally faces exposure to contractor
change orders and claims over design and construction issues since the
owner accepts liability for design in its
contract with the contractor.
• There may be a temptation to go with
the lowest cost provider which may
not prove the most cost effective in the
long run. Generally, all bids should be
reasonably close. If there are material

differences in the bids the corporation
should further investigate why and
understand the differences to ensure
that there are no future cost overruns
potentially resulting in unnecessary
delays.
One possible reason for cost
differences
In the DBB scenario, the designer typically has a “walk through” with the GCs
to explain the project (which lasts a couple of hours). The GCs then send an estimator/trade(s) to measure the building
for pricing. This scenario does not allow
the GC to become as familiar with the
building (as in the DB scenario). Since
the designer has not worked with the
GC when developing the design, possible construction issues/conditions may
not surface until construction begins.
These issues/conditions would not be
stated in the tender and not every GC
would allow for these additional construction accommodations if not requested in the tender.
So, How to Choose
In determining which process and contractual arrangement to engage in, Condominium
Boards should carefully analyze their:
• Ability to closely and effectively manage the process.
• Sensitivity to cost and scheduling escalations.
• Degree of comfort with bearing project risk.
Condominiums that are working within a
tight budget and/or have a low tolerance
in bearing project risk and wish to minimize the time allocated to such a project,
tend to find the more collaborative DB
delivery method appealing. Condominiums that are uncomfortable proceeding
without tendering (as it may be viewed
as an extra layer of diligence) may lean
toward DBB.
Ultimately, if you are working with reputable, accredited designers and general
contractors that are experienced and
specialized in condominium refurbishing, there
C Vshould be very little difference in the outcome of the quality of the
project.
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2018 Annual General Meeting – CCI Toronto & Area Chapter

Thank you to all those CCI-T members
who turned out for the 2018 CCI Toronto
& Area Annual General Meeting. The
meeting was held on Tuesday October
2nd, 2018 at the Holiday Inn Toronto
Yorkdale and drew a crowd of over 80
members. The meeting was followed by

2018 AGM RECAP

a Wine and Cheese networking event and
an enjoyable time was had by all.

As usual, the elections were a highly anticipated event of the evening and this year
there were five seats to fill for the coming
year. CCI Toronto is pleased to announce

that returning to the board for three year
terms are directors: Brian Antman, Tania
Haluk, Murray Johnson, and Vic Persaud.
Retiring from the board after serving CCI
Toronto since 2015 was Henry Jansen.
During his time on the board, he has been

Above: CCI-T President, Sally Thompson, calls the 2018 CCI-T Annual General Meeting to Order.
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2018 AGM RECAP

Left to right: Lynn Morrovat (Operations Manager), Bob Girard (Secretary/Treasurer), Marc Bhalla (2nd Vice President), Tania Haluk (1st Vice President), Sally Thompson (President)

the chair of CCI Toronto Tarion Committee, and was also a member on the Membership Committee. Thank you, Henry for
your contributions to CCI Toronto.
Joining in the board as a newly elected
member is Lyndsey McNally, a property
manager with Malvern Condominium
Property Management. Welcome Lyndsey!
As a tradition, the Annual General Meeting served as a forum for our annual
Awards Ceremonies. The Condominium
Newsletter of the Year this year went to
YCC # 382 for their outstanding and informative community publication. The
tenth annual Condominium of the Year
Award recipient was also announced that
1/ 2018 Condo of the Year Recipients
Left to Right: PCC 171 board members:
Lew King, Steven Hill, Gerald White, Jennifer Lawther, Mark Aitchison, CCI-T Membership Committee Chair -Vic Persaud
2/ Gold Level Sponsors
Left to Right: Daniel Fama (Duka Property Management), Brian Horlick (Horlick
Levitt Di Lella), Jon Juffs (McIntosh Perry),
Armand Conant (Shibley Righton), Kevin
Shaw (Cion | Coulter Engineering and
Building Scientists), and CCI-T Finance
Committee Chair, Brian Antman
54
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evening. Congratulations go out to PCC
171 – Applewood Landmark. They will receive a custom made street sign and a gala
party valued at up to $5,000 indicating
that they are a recipient of CCI’s Condo of
the Year honour.
Also handed out that evening were our
Ambassador Awards for those who
served as CCI Ambassadors throughout the year to help recruit new CCI
Members. 2018 recipients included:
Crossbridge Condominium Services
Ltd., FirstService Residential, Goldview
Property Management Ltd., Malvern
Condominium Property Management,
Maple Ridge Community Management
Ltd., and Wilson Blanchard Manage-

3/ Event Sponsors
Left to Right: Henry Jansen (CriteriumJansen Engineers), Brian Antman (Adams
and Miles)
4/ Premier Sponsor
FirstService Residential: Left to Right:
Gene Lewis, Tania Haluk (FirstService
Residential), CCI-T Finance Committee
Chair, Brian Antman

ment Inc. Congratulations and thanks
to our ambassadors!
CCI-T also took time to recognize and
thank the 2017-2018 corporate and event
sponsors which included: FirstService
Residential (premier level), Cion Coulter,
Horlick Levitt Di Lella, McIntosh Perry,
Shibley Righton (Gold level), Elia Associates, Malvern Condominium (silver level),
Canadian Design & Construction Inc, Dotto-One, Globe LED Lighting Inc., Lionheart Property Management Inc. (Bronze
level) as well as our event sponsors: Adams
and Miles, Brown & Beattie Ltd, Criterium
Jansen Engineers, Globe LED Lighting
Inc., Redwall Properties Inc., Region of
Peel, & Specialized Pipe Technologies. C V

5/ 2018 Newsletter of the Year recipients
Left: YCC 382 Newsletter Committee
Members: Thelma Beam, Middle: CCI-T
Communications Committee Member
Brian Horlick, Right: YCC 382 Newsletter
Committee Member: Peter Leon.
6/ Ambassador Recipients for 2018
Left to Right: Gene Lewis (FirstService
Residential), Craig McMillan (Maple
Ridge Community Management), Lyndsey
McNally (Malvern Condominium Property
Management), Murray Johnson (Crossbridge Condominium Services)

7/ Silver Level Sponsors
Left to Right: Bill Thompson (Malvern
Condominium Property Mangement),
Marc Bhalla (Elia Associates), and CCI-T
Finance Committee Chair, Brian Antman
8/ Outgoing President Award
CCI T President, Sally Thompson is presented with a plaque of appreciation from
Vice President, Tania Haluk, as her term
as President comes to an end.
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Condo of the Year Presentation

CCI Was There

Presentation to PCC 171 Applewood Landmark

into a condominium community?” On this
submission, there were many ways!
At Applewood Landmark, the residents
are engaged in the community as witnessed by the many committees and activities that take place. The hosting of this
annual Resident’s Appreciation day is also
a special event which undoubtedly helps
to further create positive relationships and
comradery.
Our judges also noted that Applewood
Landmark is strong on Communication
with the residents and they go to great
lengths to communicate via a number of
methods including newsletters, a website,
information briefs, notice boards, and information meetings. When there is effective
communication between boards and the residents, successful communities are created.

Above: Bob Girard Congratulates the Community and Guests.
Below, Left to Right: Chris Fonseca, Bonnie Crombie, Hazel McCallium and Bob Girard

On Sunday September 30th, CCI Toronto
Treasurer, Bob Girard was thrilled to attend a resident’s party at Applewood Landmark to celebrate not only their corporation’s 40th Anniversary, but also the fact
that they were the winners of this year’s
CCI Toronto Condo of the Year Award.
In doing so, they joined a select group of
only ten other condos in the City to have
received this honour.
As in the past, when CCI Toronto judges
applications for the Condo of the Year Contest and when we make our final selection
from the annual finalists we try to look at
“What turns a condominium corporation

The board of Applewood Landmark has
shown strong fiscal responsibility and
has also looked to green initiatives to save
money and to be good to the environment.
Over the past five years, the board has
been implementing their vision to upgrade
the building via such improvements as fan
coil retrofits, a booster pump replacement,
LED lighting retrofits as well as a boiler
and chiller refurbishment. These upgrades
have resulted in not only energy cost savings but also an increase in the market
value of units.
The board, management and the residents
of Applewood Landmark work together to
maintain a well-governed condominium
and to foster a community spirit. This cooperation has proven to be successful and
for that reason, they are a most deserving
winner of the CCI-Toronto & Area Condo
of the Year Award. C V
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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CCI Word Search Puzzle Reserve Fund Studies
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ACCURATE
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CCI
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CURRENT
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Where Value and Community Count
Providing Property Management for:
• CONDOMINIUMS
• Residential
• Retail
• Commercial
• Industrial

• EQUITY
CO-OPERATIVES
• INVESTMENT
PROPERTIES

CONTACT: SUZANNE BOTNICK
Business Development Manager

Tel: 416.640.6730 x.119 • Fax: 416.932.9435
2171 Avenue Road, Suite 303, Toronto, Ontario M5M 4B4
suzanneb@cfdi.ca • www.comfield.ca
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Global Reach

CV Selfies
Robert Girard and his copy of the Condovoice
near Mount Fuji, Japan.

member
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Mark Your Calendars

CCI-Toronto Upcoming Events
Condo Governance Webinar
This two part session will focus on the
topics that every Director should be
aware of. The course will provide participants with an introduction to, and basic
knowledge of, Condominium Legislation
in Ontario and is an excellent means to
find out what you need to know to be
effective as a Condominium Owner or
Director.
Date:
January 9 and 16, 2019 12:00 – 1:15 pm

CCI Toronto Holiday Luncheon
CCI Toronto Holiday Luncheon
The Forth Performance & Event Venue
629 Danforth Avenue, Toronto ON
M4K 1R2
Date:
December 14th, 2018 12:00-3:00 PM
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Condo Conference Recap

22nd Annual
Condominium Conference
The annual Condominium Conference is always a highlight of
our fall events and this year was no exception! Now in its 22nd
year, the conference was held on November 16th and 17th, 2018 in
the north building of the Toronto Congress Centre. Attendance
remained strong – drawing directors, manager, professionals and
supplier to the industry from across the Province – and beyond.
Conference Co-Chairs Sally Thompson
and Audrey McGuire opened the conference on November 16th with welcoming
remarks and were joined by Jonathan
Fine from Fine and Deo, who were the
conference partners. We were thrilled this
year to welcome Bill Walker, the newly
appointed Minister of Government and
Consumer Services who provided updates
from the Ministry.
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On November 17th, the conference was
kicked off with a delightful keynote presentation by Bill Carr, and was followed by
a series of educational sessions on a variety
of topics. The conference wrapped up with
a luncheon and a plenary session discussing the latest case law featuring moderator, Tania Haluk and condo lawyers, Mario Deo, Armand Conant, Patricia Elia
and Robert Mullin.
The ever popular trade show remains a

valuable part of the conference and offers the opportunity for delegates to learn
about the newest products and services
available in the market. Congratulations
go out to Shibley Righton for being voted
as the best booth by this years’ delegates.
If you missed the conference, be sure to
check the conference website at www.condoconference.ca for a full list all exhibitors who participated this year. You will
also find a list of this years’ conference
sponsors to whom we extend our deepest
gratitude for their support.
CV
Mark your calendars now for next year’s conference taking place at our new venue at the
Enercare Centre on October 4th and 5th, 2019.
We look forward to seeing you there!

Conference photos sponsored by “Lumon”

Opposite page:
Session rooms were filled with delegates
eager for condominium education!
From top left:
Friday morning kicked off with a plenary
session focusing on “One Year In – Assessing the Impact and Charting The Way
Forward.
Conference Keynote Speaker, Bill Carr
delivered a hugely popular message to
conference delegates.
The Shibley Righton Booth was chosen by
delegates as the conference’s best booth
for 2018. The Shibley Righton team is
featured here with CCI-T President, Sally
Thompson (far right).
Welcome Remarks by (left to right) Jonathan Fine, Conference Partner, Audrey
McGuire, ACMO President and Conference Co-Chair, and Sally Thompson, CCIT President and Conference Co-Chair
Thanks to Conference Partner, Fine and
Deo Condominium Lawyers for sponsoring the ever-popular Cappuccino Bar!
(left to right) Armand Conant, CCI-T
Legislative Committee Chair, Bill Walker,
Minister of Government and Consumer
Services and Sally Thompson, CCI-T
President.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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Facebook Live Recap

Condos Up In Smoke
Ontario has passed new laws about how, where, and who can
buy, possess, and consume cannabis in the province. However,
it should not come as a shock to anyone that, while cannabis
may become legal, users will still not be able to light up
wherever and whenever they want. This is
especially true in condominium corporations, where the close proximity of residents

means that consumption of cannabis is
more likely to have an impact on neighboring units. While the impact of the legaliza-

tion is likely to have only a limited effect,
with it also comes new challenges for our
condo communities. Should condos be able
to “regulate” the consumption and growing of cannabis in their communities? What
else can condos and their residents do to
prepare for legalization? A panel of experts
considered these issues and more, as well as
offer tips during this Facebook Live
C Vevent.

Left to right: Megan Molloy, Tania Haluk, Luis Hernandez and Warren Kleiner
CONDOVOICE FALL 2018
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Megan Molloy
B.A. (Hons), LL.B.
Elia Associates

condominium

owners

Timely ideas, insight, inspiration
and information of particular
interest to condominium owners

Reliable Elevators Act

CAUTION: OUT OF ORDER

The Ups and
Downs of Ontario’s
Elevators
Vertical Living Has Multiple Benefits, But
Also Comes With Frustrating Challenges
You approach the elevators in your condo
building. The “Out of Service” signs that
have been posted on two out of the four
elevators for the past three weeks are still
there. You roll your eyes. The call button has already been pressed by another
waiting resident. You make sure you press
it again, just in case. Thirty seconds go
by. More residents show up to wait. You
press the call button three more times just
to make sure that glowing light actually
means something. There is a loud impatient
sigh. It may have come from you. Another
minute passes. An elevator finally arrives.
You enter and move to the space farthest
away from other riders. Of course – your
floor is the last stop. You consider whether
to make small talk or stand awkwardly in
silence. You choose silence and contemplate
what would happen if the packed elevator
got stuck. You heard it happened last week.
It doesn’t this time. Six stops and ten minutes later, you are finally home.
If you are a resident of a high-rise or lowrise condominium corporation in Ontario,
you’ve likely had an experience similar to
the one above. Vertical living has multiple
benefits, but also comes with frustrating
challenges. Elevator breakdowns, mainte-

nance issues, and their resulting entrapments are old news, but have only intensified as Ontario’s condominium market
continues its booming expansion. With
many new condominium developments
reaching previously unimaginable heights,
elevators have become a crucial aspect of
Ontario’s transportation system, and most
particularly for aging communities, the
mobility-challenged, and first-responders
attempting to access a building in an emergency situation.
Data collected by the Technical Standards
and Safety Authority (“TSSA”), the regulator that administers and enforces technical
standards for elevators in Ontario, reports
that in 2017, there were over 10,000 buildings in the province serviced by elevators,
with roughly 655,000 trips being taken
per day in 19,900 individual elevator cars.
These users include tenants of rental buildings, condominium owners, or people using a hospital, assembly, school, or other
public facility. They also include seniors,
persons with mobility issues, and residents
completing daily tasks. The Globe and Mail
reported that elevator maintenance issues
that year had led to 9,649 confirmed entrapments – meaning that Ontarians were

trapped in elevators an average of 26 times a
day. Condominium buildings, as opposed to
commercial or institutional buildings, had
the lowest rate of elevator functionality, at
just 93% availability.
Climbing stairs makes for great exercise if
you’re capable – but hauling yourself, groceries, children, and/or pets up 20, 40 or
even 70 flights of steps when there’s one
working elevator in a building with 400
residents is far from a realistic alternative for
most people. Elevator delays can cause major disruption to the life of the average person, but for elderly or mobility challenged
residents, an absence of elevator service can
leave people virtually captive in their own
homes. More than just about accessibility,
elevator issues can also pose serious health
and safety concerns for many Ontarians.
There is no jurisdiction in the North
America that currently enforces elevator
availability, largely because the factors and
parties affecting elevator issues are complex and varied. However, in March 2017,
MPP Han Dong tabled a private member’s
bill in the Ontario legislature, seeking to
address what some have deemed a crisis in
Ontario. The proposed Bill 109, the “ReliCONDOVOICE WINTER 2018
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CCI-T Welcomes New Members
Business Partner
Members:
Binners Technologies
Geordie Distelmeyer
Circuit Energy Inc.
Farshid Mirrahimi
Edgecom Energy
Colin Lee
Formula Property
Management
Martin Villalta
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Jeff Wright Insurance
Agency Inc.
Jeff Wright

Safetech Environmental
Ltd.
Ahmed Alyousif

Lifeline Fire Protection
Ali Kahi

Unilux RFC
Scott Pym

Nortex Roofing Ltd.
Felix Da Costa

Unison Group Inc.
Sabine Grimes

Plumbers Supply
Laura Comello

Individual Members:
John Hunter
Deanna Smith
Norman Orbell
Paneet Bhandal
Bishnu Aaryal

PowerStream Energy
Services
Daniel Miller

CONDOVOICE WINTER 2018

Professional Members:
FirstService Residential
Maryam Afshar
Carrie Cowton
Global Resolutions Inc.
James Minns
Wei CPA Professional
Corporation
Maureen Wei
Adams & Miles LLP
Chartered Professional
Accountants
Christina Ajith

Fine & Deo
Susana Cardoso
Condominium
Corporation
Members:
DCC # 0052
MTCC # 1088
MTCC # 1103
TSCC # 1549
TSCC # 1808
TSCC # 1855
TSCC # 2651
TSCC # 2660
YRSCC # 1365
YRSCC # 1366

able Elevators Act, 2017” was comprised of
two main sections: one would amend the
Consumer Protection Act and set time
limits for getting broken elevators back in
service — 14 days for most buildings, seven
for retirement homes and long-term-care
facilities – and the other called for changes
to the Ontario Building Code which would
mandate elevator-traffic studies for new
high-rise buildings.
In response to Dong’s proposed legislation,
emerging concerns associated with elevator
functionality, and the lack of data on the topic, the TSSA commissioned an independent
and in-depth study on elevator availability
in Ontario in June 2017, which was led by
the Honourable Justice Douglas Cunningham. The purpose of the study was to define
and assess the state of elevator availability
in Ontario, as well as to determine the key
drivers of unavailability, and propose both
regulatory and non-regulatory solutions to
inform key policy decisions and assist in the
implementation of new legislation.
The fourteen-week assessment included a jurisdictional scan of peers to Ontario, and was
based on information gathered from a series
of over 50 interviews and workshops with
stakeholders, a primary research survey sent
to more than 3,000 elevators owners and operators in Ontario, risk-based assessment of
TSSA data, and analysis of TSSA, long-term
care home, and municipal data.
Justice Cunningham’s final report, released

in December 2017, casts a wide net of blame
for “real and perceived” problems within
the elevator industry, and states that “specific isolated instances of elevator problems
have created a misperception of widespread
elevator outages and unresponsive service
companies that are both inaccurate and irresponsible.”
While residents may be quick to blame
their condominium boards or property
management companies for the shaft in
service, the structure of the elevator industry may actually be the main source of
the problem. Justice Cunningham’s report
finds that there are four large manufacturers which own more than 75% of Ontario’s
elevator market: Kone, Otis, Schindler,
and ThyssenKrupp. However, the big four
employ only 40% of repair technicians,
who are typically unable to keep up with
demand for completion of necessary repairs. Instead of supplying third party elevator companies with their parts to assist
in increasing service availability, repairs
are kept in-house, effectively monopolizing the industry.
Shortage in supply is a problem in any
market; however, with the influx of new
elevators, service technicians are spending more of their time attending to repairs,
which means less time for preventive maintenance. Without regular preventative
maintenance, elevators are prone to develop
more problems that need repairs, resulting
in a self-perpetuating cycle where more

and more elevators are grounded awaiting
repair. However – there is no “quick fix” –
Justice Cunningham’s study concludes that
elevator availability is a complex issue, and
no single solution will solve it.
In response to Cunningham’s recommendations, the Ontario government introduced new legislation which attempts to
restore reliability in the elevator industry.
In May 2018, the Access to Consumer
Credit Reports and Elevator Availability
Act, 2018 (the “Act”) – which mandates
regulators to create penalties and deadlines for elevator downtime, among other
improvements in our elevator infrastructure – received “royal assent”, making
Ontario the first jurisdiction in the world
to establish standards for elevator repair
times. Some of the data collected under
the Act would then be made available in a
searchable format so that prospective residents would be able to make an informed
decision elevator situation in a building
before they move in.
While the Act creates some optimism that
there may be a solution to these issues,
those waiting for a lift may be grounded
longer than expected. Though it received
royal assent, the Act hasn’t been proclaimed
into law – it’s not yet in force, and there’s
no signal from Premier Doug Ford’s new
Progressive Conservative government to
suggest when or if it will ever become law.
For now, all we can do is continue to press
the elevator call button and wait. C V
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Tune into Part Two of the Father-Son Podcast
with Mario & Francesco Deo.

+
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Alex Young
HBA, JD
Gardiner Miller Arnold LLP

The Last Word

Cannabis
Conundrum
Boards Would be Wise to
Survey Owners Before Issuing
Rules Restricting Cannabis
and Tobacco Use

ILLUSTRATION BY FIONA SMYTH

On October 17, 2018, Ontario’s Cannabis
Act, 2017 came into force. Barring condo
rules to the contrary, the new legislation
means condo owners and occupants aged
19 years and older may use recreational
cannabis in their units and on outdoor
common elements (e.g. balconies and patios) and may grow up to four plants per
unit (not per occupant). Smoking of cannabis in indoor common element spaces
(e.g. garages and party rooms) is strictly
prohibited.
At a recent requisition meeting chaired
by this author, owners of a small mid-rise
condo contested proposed rules which
were set to ban the smoking and cultivating of cannabis in units and on the common elements and “sunset” tobacco smoking in units by allowing current owners
and occupants to request grandfathering
status within 30 days after the rules coming into force, but otherwise ban tobacco
smoking in units and on the common elements. The requisitioners argued that
the condo should not be dictating what
an owner can or cannot do in their unit
and that the rules were unduly restrictive.
While the rules narrowly failed to pass on
72
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a vote of the owners present at the meeting, the exercise was instructive.
Pursuant to s. 58 of the Condominium
Act, 1998, the board has the authority to
pass rules to promote the safety, security
and welfare of the owners and the condo

It is well within the
board’s purview to
pass rules addressing
smoking, as secondhand
smoke is known to
cause health problems,
and smoke odour is a
common nuisance.
property and to prevent unreasonable
interference with the use and enjoyment
of the units and common elements. It is
well within the board’s purview to pass
rules addressing smoking, as secondhand
smoke is known to cause health problems,

and smoke odour is a common nuisance.
Despite opinion to the contrary, in communal condo living, a unit owner is never
truly “king of his castle”. Nonetheless,
boards should carefully craft rules to reflect the balancing act between individual
rights and the greater good of the condo
community. To that end, boards would be
wise to survey owners before issuing rules
restricting cannabis and tobacco use.
While the recreational cannabis legalization date has come and gone, it is not too
late for condos to pass cannabis (and tobacco) rules. In this author’s opinion, it is
not yet necessary to grandfather recreational cannabis smokers, as we are still in
the early days of recreational cannabis use.
Boards concerned about their rules being
requisitioned should know that the example described above is an exception rather
than the norm, with hundreds of condos
throughout the GTA passing similar
rules. Furthermore, there are many ways
to customize rules to conform with the
desires of owners. Boards should consult
with their condo’s lawyer as necessary.
Overall, the trend seems to be towards
smoke-free condos C V
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Our Business is to Make Yours Shine!
Our Business is to Make Yours Shine!

Whiterose Janitorial Services is a full-service company specializing in Condominium,
Retail, Commercial, Industrial, Shopping Centre & Institutional cleaning since 1986.
Whiterose Janitorial Services is a full-service company specializing in Condominium,
Fully insured & bonded, Whiterose is a member of the Canadian Condominium Institute (CCI)
Retail, Commercial, Industrial, Shopping Centre & Institutional cleaning since 1986.
and the Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario.
Fully insured & bonded, Whiterose is a member of the Canadian Condominium Institute (CCI)
and the
Association
of Condominium Managers of Ontario.
Key
Services
include:
•Key
Floor
cleaninginclude:
& refurbishing
Services

• Carpet installation & cleaning
• Floor cleaning & refurbishing
• Window & wall cleaning
• Carpet installation & cleaning
• 24-hour emergency services
• Window & wall cleaning
• Interior & exterior painting
• 24-hour emergency services
• Vent & duct cleaning
• Interior & exterior painting

• Live-in/-out superintendent duties
• Contract cleaning services
• Live-in/-out superintendent duties
• Garage cleaning services
• Contract cleaning services
• Marble polishing
• Garage cleaning services
• Construction cleaning
• Marble polishing
• Construction cleaning

• Vent & duct cleaning
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Visit our website or call us today
for your no-obligation quote!
Visit our website or call us today
WhiteroseJanitorial.com
for
no-obligation
quote!
CONDOVOICE
WINTER 2018
C Vyour
1-877-253-3648
/ 416-850-9676
WhiteroseJanitorial.com

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE SINCE 1986

